
Earlier..

Adam comes out of his room and sits on the couch.  Brandon comes out of his
room in his robe and begins making some chocolate milk.  

Adam:  "oh, so you're done.." he says in a somber inviting tone

Brandon:  "no, I'm just getting started, that's why I'm getting my chocolate 
milk.."

                      "you don't even have your clothes off.. what happened, why are
you out here?"

Adam:  "oh.. Well, mine was.. "  She..

Suddenly the girl comes out of Adam's room getting dressed.   She is upset 
and crying:

Girl 1:  "I can't believe you would do this to me.."  "Do you know how 
embarassed I am?"

Adam:  Shruggs and makes an I don't know face

Brandon:  Looks to Adam confused...  "so.. what happened..?"  he asks 
walking over to where Adam is on the couch.

Girl 1:  "He wanted to fuck me in the ass.."

Brandon:  Looks to Adam and gives him an eyebrow raise

Adam:  Quickly jumps in "I did not.. I.." he looks at her gasping and confused..

Girl 1:  "He wouldn't fuck me in the ass.." she says sassily and kind of angry..

Adam:  jumps in "She's a.. she has a.. "

Girl 2:  exits Brandon's room dressed putting her earings on and carrying her 
purse "oh no, were leaving, come here girl.."

Brandon to Girl 2: as she is talking, "hey, where are you going, why are you 
dressed?"

Girl 2: to Brandon "oh no, I can not believe we got involved with yall.. " she 
pauses "Bigots.."  : to her self "Yeah I know about yall"

Brandon: looks confused at the girls as they are leaving, girl 1 sobbing, and 
girl 2 holding her
                    he looks to Adam, who is still sitting on the couch his hand to his 



head..       Adam: raises his hand to his head..

Adam:  "Well.. we can talk or whatever.."
Cut Scene//

The girls are sitting on the ground in the apartment eating cheetos and 
drinking pineapple juice boxes.

As girl 1 rolls the dice in Adam's eyes the girl turns in to a dude in girls 
clothing that looks just like the girl but masculinely akward.  

Adam looks at the other girl and after a moment begins to squint and clear 
his eyes.

Adam: to the group "who wants a beer"

Girl 2: "we drink tequila"  "there's a liquor store that will hook us up down the 
block" 
Girl 1: "ooh, let's go there, that is so much fun" "they have the most delicious 
liquor ever there"  she is very perked up 

Adam in a half shrug turns to Brandon kind of concerned "... " in a silent 
moment he looks at Brandon with a featureless face.  "What do you think,  do
you want to go to this liquor store?'

Brandon:  "oh, ok , were going to the liqour store, I'll grab my phone"  he 
goes to his room and gets dressed. 

Adam: swallows and looks to the two guests..  
"So.. who likes chess.."

Cut scene//

New scene//

in a car

Girl 2:  pointing out in front of Adam's face while he is driving from the back 
seat behind him

"It's this way.."

Adam: Turns the car
"So.. what's the name of this special liquor?"

Girl 1:  "Oh, I forgot, but I remember where it is in the store and what it feels 



like"

Adam:  "oh ok.."
he pauses
"so, is it brown?"

Girl 2: "Duh, she doesn't remember, so Just drive, and turn the AC on, we're 
trying to smoke, so please roll the windows up.. pleeease.." she says 
beggingly

Adam:  he pauses
the windows go up 
he turns the radio on and starts tuning it to something he likes

Brandon:  "I have some music on my phone, I can bluetooth it"

Adam:  "ok"

Girl 2:  in a sultry voice spoken in to Adam's ear as he drives..  "it's right 
here"

she points to a spot directly in front of them.
He parks and they go inside/

Inside//

They walk in and Girl 1 begins to walk through the store reading the room for 
it's vibration, and following it's flow.  She seems to have found the path and is
following it.

Brandon and Girl 2 are standing still and Adam is uncertain if he should follow
Girl 1..

Adam: to Girl 2 "So.. are" he is interupted
Girl 2:  "Can you go help her with our beverage?"

Adam:  nods.. kind of perturbed
"ok."

Brandon: to Adam shrugs..

Adam Goes off to find Girl 1
he looks down a few aisles, and finds her standing in front of a spot 

hands out palms down standing on one foot arched.  She lowers her arch in 
her foot, lowers her hands and with her eyes closed kneels down, crawls her 
fingers forward in the air while counting aloud

"one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, 



thirteen, fourteen, fifteen" She stops.  She opens her eyes and picks up the 
bottle in front of her finger tips.  
She holds it in her hands for a moment, weighs it by bouncing it slightly, 
holds it very close and looks through it. 
Girl 1:  "This is it"

Adam:  "absolut cherry cranberry" .. "that is a fancy one"  
"I'm going to get a six pack of dos equis too, so I'll meet you at the 

front"
Girl 1:  "no, we will go together"  she walks to Adam, and he begins walking 
to the beer..

Adam:  "so.. do you.. work or whatever?"  

Girl 1:  "yes, I'm the night manager at the petsmart by my house"  

Adam:  "oh.. "  he pauses  "so, do you have any pets?"

Girl 1:  "good lord no, gross, I can't stand them"

Adam:  "oh.. "  he pauses

They walk a few feet and are at the beer.

Adam looks and picks out a six pack of dos equis

Girl 1:  "let's get some 24 ounce heinekens"

Adam:  .. he pauses.. "ok.."
he picks out two and hands one to the girl, here hold this one and I'll 

hold the six pack and one of the other heinekens"

Girl 1:  "what, no.. here'' she puts it in his pocket and grabs the other one and
puts it in her purse.

Adam:  "I'm going to buy this.."

Girl 1:  "are you kidding?" she get's defensive and stares at him with an 
intimidating face..

"just keep it in your pants and let me lead you through"

Adam:  "this is insane.." he says to himself shaking his head 

They walk up to the cash register and wait a moment.  The cashier checks 
the customers in front of them as usual.  

Suddenly Girl 1 speaks:  "he's got a beer in his pocket , and he doesn't plan 



on paying for it.."

Adam:  "I was most certainly going to pay for it.."
he takes it out of his pocket.. "believe me, I was going to pay for it.. I 

will pay for it right now.."  He looks at the girl up and down quickly in disgust.

The Cashier:  in a raised eyebrow looks at Adam as he is blushing and 
sweating..

Girl 1:  "I'm just kidding,  he was going to pay for it, I told him to hold my 
purse earlier and he had to put the beer in his pocket for a second and it was 
only a moment ago that he gave me my purse back."  

Adam:  looks to Girl 1 with his mouth slightly open silent...

The cashier:  laughs and says "oh you're just fooling with your man there.."

Girl 1: "yeah, he knows I'm kidding"

Adam: just shakes his head for a moment: mouth open and eyes wide..

Cashier:  "it's $11.64"

Adam:  "right.."
He reaches in his pocket and pulls out a twenty.  She gives him his 

change and they exit the store.  
Cashier: comes walking out of the store quickly to the two..

"You seem to have forgotten your heineken.. here you go"

Adam:  "oh strange, i thought it was in the bag.. "
he looks in his bag and it has only the six pack in it..
"I guess so, it's not here"
"Thank you.. " he takes the bottle and puts it in the bag and enters the 

car.

Brandon and Girl 1 come back from the side of the building laughing, the girl 
puts something in her bra and pulls down her skirt a bit.  They enter the car 
where the two are already sitting.

// inside car

Adam to Brandon:  "where'd you go?"  

Brandon:  "oh my girl had a connect real quick so we went over"



Adam:  "what did yall get?"

Girl 2:  holding a baggie of some pills she says "let's go, pull forward and 
you're going to make a right after the next block"

Adam looking to Brandon: Adam is about to ask something

Brandon: "we got some dro too.. she said she wanted to get a qp of dro, 
check this out"

he pulls out a baggie

Adam: "whoa, beautiful"
a short pause and then "so, which way is an easy way back?"

Girl 2:  "we have to go to my friends house real quick"

Adam: "oh.."  he pauses
"so, I've got my pipe right here, I'm wondering can I smoke some of 

this weed?"

Brandon:  "Yeah, because I can buy some right now or whatever"

Girl 1:  "lets smoke a bowl"
Girl 2:  "ok, go for it"

Brandon loads a bowl

//cut scene

Girl 2:  leaning in giving directions "ok and pull up right here on the side"

Girl 1:  "so, do you guys like girls?"

Girl 2:  "I'll be right back:  Girl 2 gets out of the car and walks off

Girl 1:  "Because I know some girls that might want to to come hang out 
tonight"

Adam making a concerned look is looking at Girl 1.  

Brandon:  "so, are these girls like you? or.."
Adam:  "yeah, because I'm not sure what kind of vibe the night might have.."

Girl 1:  "well there's a club we can go meet them at, and then maybe they will
come over to your place tonight"

Adam looking to Brandon; Brandon: "so we get to meet them at the club, and 



then maybe they will come hang out, but.."

Adam:  "I think I might have to know a little more about these girls before I 
decide to go meet them"

Girl 1:  "God, you guys are so indecisive..." "So boring," "My hot girlfriends 
want to go have an orgy at your place and you don't know if you want to 
meet them or not.. "  "Yall are gay .."

Girl 2 walks up: "What are you talking about... Don't pay any attention to her, 
she says that to everybody.."

Girl 1:  "oh my god, I do not"

Girl 2:  "ok, we can go to the club now"

Brandon to Adam:  "We are going to the club?  Why didn't you tell me?"
Adam:  "I didn't know.."

Cut Scene//

New Scene//

At a club they are walking up, the bouncers stop the two guys and ask for 
their i.ds, the girls walking up just ahead flash their ids and are greeted by 
name.

Bouncer 1:  "Yall be good to my girls.."
Bouncer 2:  "Yeah, we're watching you"

Interior Club//

Adam and Brandon enter and find the girls standing at the bar.  

Girl 2:  to Brandon and Adam "We're thirsty, and our girls are about to be 
here, so hurry up and buy us some drinks"

Adam:  to girl 2 "what's the hurry?"
Girl 2:  "I don't want my friend to know how much I have had to drink, 
because she gives me a hard time"

Adam:  "well..ok..So what would you like to drink"
Girl 2:  "Just be a man and choose for me"
Girl 1: "Yeah for me too"
Brandon:  I'm getting a "lonestar on tap"
Adam: to the Bartender "Do you have any coffee?"

Bartender: "we've got energy drinks.."
Adam to bartender: "four shots of tequila, two lonestars, and two heinekens"



Bartender: "Alright"

Girl 2: "Now you got it!" "woo!" the girls taunt Adam and begin to dance
The girls' friends arrive and all start to woo at each other and greet each 
other with hugs and friendly kisses.

One of the girls' friends speaks up

Girl 3: "so who's buying.." "just kidding, I'm Chloe"
Girl 4: "Ellen"
Girl 5: "Denise"
Guy 1: "Thomas"

Adam: "so, the music here is cool"
Brandon:  "you want to play pool?"
Adam: "ok."
Brandon:  "ok."

They stand there for a moment, and then Thomas: to Denise "Let's go 
dance.."
Denise: "ok."
Denise, Chloe and Thomas go to the dance floor

Ellen(Girl 4): to Brandon, Adam, Girl 1 and Girl 2 "I'm going with yall"
Girl 2:  "Ok, we'll figure it out"

They walk to the pool table.  Brandon begins setting up the balls and the girls
sit at the bar stools nearby.

Adam: "So, what game do we play?"
Girl 2:  "Let's just shoot them and keep score who makes the most shots"

Brandon to Adam: shrugs a sure motion and asks "so who goes first?"

Ellen: "we'll flip a coin"
Adam: "and have a competition until we find out who goes first?"

.. "how about we put our names in a hat and pull them out in the order 
we will go"
Brandon:  "that's a good idea"
Girl 2:  "that's fair"
Ellen:  "yeah"
Girl 1:  "ok go for it, I'm going to the bathroom real quick"

They each start looking for pens and pieces of paper.  Adam pulls a small 
notepad out of his pocket and takes out five pages.  He hands them out and 
they begin writing their names on them.



Girl 1 comes back:  "alright, what did I miss"
Adam:  "we wrote our names on these pieces of paper"
Girl 1:  "oh right"

she writes her name on the paper and hands it over
Adam folds it and puts it in his hat.

Adam:  "ok I think Ellen should pick the names from the hat"
Girl 2:  "I think Brandon should pick the names from the hat"
Adam pauses...

"flip for it?"
cut scene//

new scene//

Ellen looking at the notepad is tallying the shots
Adam to Brandon: "so how many times have we started over?"
Brandon to Adam: "we have paid for five games already"
Adam to Brandon: "let's just declare a winner"
Brandon to Adam: "alright"

Adam to the group: "ok who wants to know who won?"

Girl 2: "how do we know who won?"
Adam:  "whoever has the most right now is the winner"

the girls look at eachother and agree

Adam to Ellen:  "ok, that would make Tiffani the winner"
Girl 1:  "ooh thank you, I always wanted to win.."
Ellen to Tiffani:  "I knew you were special.."
Girl 1:  "do you want to go ask those guys over there if they will play a game 
with us?"
Ellen:  "yes I do" 

The two run off to a group of guys playing pool.

Thomas and Denise walk over sweating..  
Thomas:  "we should get some shots to hydrate"
Denise:  "no, that's because we're going to get some food later remember?"

Thomas and Denise walk off back to the bar to get more to drink.
Adam to Brandon and Girl 1:  "I'm going to get a drink too"
Brandon and Girl 1: "ok"

they walk off and find a place to sit

//



Adam is at the bar and the bartender hands him a cocktail.
Chloe is standing at the bar a few feet away and aproaches him.
Chloe to Adam:  "so you are Kim's friend?"
Adam:  "Who's Kim?"
Chloe:  "the girl you are with.."
Adam:  "oh, we just met earlier tonight"
Chloe: "and Tiffany?"
Adam:  "we met them together"
Chloe:  "so are you gay?"
Adam:  "..?"
Chloe:  "it's just that when I meet a guy who knows Tiffany, he's usually gay"
Adam:  "I just ended up here some how.."
Chloe:  "so will you ask me to dance?"
Adam:  "I would love to"

Adam walks over to her with his drink in his hand and presses himself on to 
her body

"would you like a drink?"
Chloe:  "I'll have a sip of yours."
Adam takes a drink and hands it to her

The lights change and a new track begins to play

On a whim, Adam presses his face closely to Chloe's and they suddenly begin
to kiss.
In a flash it's a few minutes later and Adam decides to finish his drink.  He 
backs away softly from Chloe and places the empty glass on the bar.  

Adam leads Chloe to the dance floor and they begin to dance.
Brandon comes up to Adam: "Hey. my girl wants to go and she said her friend
is leaving with that other girl so if you want to go we can go"
Adam to Brandon:  "let me ask this girl because she and I might have a thing"
Brandon:  "ok cool"

Adam to Chloe:  "I know we just met, but do you want to come back to my 
place?  My friend said he and his girl want to go back already"
Chloe:  "Do you mind if I smoke?"
Adam:  "no I would prefer it.."
Chloe:  "I mean weed.."
Adam:  "perfect."

"so how did you get here?"
Chloe:  "Thomas picked me up"
Adam:  "So, you'll come with me?"
Chloe:   "I would"
Adam:  "perfect."



Adam walks over to Brandon with Chloe:  "Ok, I'm going to take her home 
with us and we can go"
Brandon:  "Perfect, so my girl is ready to roll if you want to"
Adam:  "Yeah, I'm down, Let me ask Chloe"

Adam to Chloe:  "do you roll?"
Chloe:  "I'm down if you are"
Adam:  "Yeah, ok let's go"

cut scene//

In the car
Kim:  "ok everbody so here goes..  "
girl 2 has her hand outstretched with several pills on it
the group each takes their share and puts it in their mouths

cut scene//

back at the apartment
the four enter

Kim:  "let's  play a boardgame"
Adam looks to Chloe: they gesture "ok"
Brandon: "ok, sounds good"
Brandon picks up the remote and turns on the tv

Kim goes to a book shelf where a group of games are and picks one out.

Kim walks back over to the coffee table, sets the game down, sits on the 
couch, opens the box and looks at it's contents.

Brandon to Chloe:  So what do you do?
Chloe:  I'm a student studying pharmacology.
Adam:  Adam nods his head as he breaks up a bowl

Kim:  "ok, so here goes"
she gets some paper from the table and begins drawing

Brandon:  "it's soft"
Chloe:  "it's a lawn"
Adam:  "it's a haircut?"
Brandon:  "umbrella"
Chloe:  "very wet"

The buzzer goes



The group loosely asks "what was it?"

She turns the card around to reveal the word
"Shelf"
The group all says "Shelf" together and begins to look around in a bit of 
delightful confusion.  
Kim:  with building laughter "I thought it said 'Shellfish', and I thought to 
myself "I'm not Shellfish...and" she is bubbling with laughter

Brandon:  "so, the card said "shelf" but you thought it said Shellfish.. " he 
thinks for a moment as Kim falls back on to the couch and stretches her arms
out.. and he says "that is kind of funny"

A voice from inside the kitchen calls Adam's name and he walks over.

Adam to Chloe:  "Hey, what are you doing here?"
Chloe:  "I thought you could show me where the lightswitch was if I ever 
wanted to turn it on"
Chloe touches Adam on his stomach with her fingertips and stands in the 
dark with him as they both breathe listening to the sounds of the house and 
the quiet of the night.

Adam to Chloe:  "Maybe we should go to the game"
Chloe and Adam walk to the living room of the apartment which is vacant.  
The door to Brandon's room is closed and Adam presses his hand against 
Chloe's stomach softly to go to his bedroom. 

They enter.  The door closes.

End Scene//

New Scene//

Morning at the apartment

Chloe is wearing one of Adam's button down shirts, has a cup of coffee and 
has just walked over to the coffee table where she has sat and is reading the 
news on a tablet.

Adam walks in to the room from showering, and sits at the coffee table.  

Adam: to Chloe "So, I'm just wanting to get a feel for what we are getting in 
to today.."

"do you have a job that you have to go to or anything?"



Chloe: "nope, I'm just a student.  I work at the school sometimes"
Adam:  "ok, well that's cool, so you figured out the wifi password.."
Chloe:  "yeah, I just got it off the box"
Adam:  "that's the easiest way.."

Brandon and Kim exit his bedroom

Brandon to Kim:  laughing "you are right.  He did have that little thing 
hanging off his head."
Brandon goes over to the tv and looks up a clip on youtube
Kim sits on the couch smiling.

Adam walks to Chloe and asks her softly:  "would you like to get breakfast 
somewhere this morning?"
Chloe responds:  "ok, let's go get some stuff and come back here to cook"
Chloe to Brandon and Kim: "hey, were going to go get some breakfast stuff so
stick around"
Adam stands and waits for a moment.

Cut Scene// *chloe has changed her 
clothes

New Scene//

At the grocery store
The cashier has just totalled the price.

That's $23.47

Adam: swipes his card and enters his pin number

Walking out of the store
Adam to Chloe:  "well I'm going to drink a lot of juice today"
Chloe:  "sounds delicious"

cut scene//

in the car

Chloe: takes out a cigarette
Adam: "I didn't know you smoked"
Chloe:  "oh, you don't like that?"
Adam:  "It's probably ok"

he pauses "I've been thinking about using the patch just to see what 
I've been missing"



Chloe:  "Eat me out, and let me cook breakfast."

Adam: thinking to himself for a moment replies "what quality breakfast am I 
guaranteed with this arrangement?"  "Breakfast is a very special time of the 
day, and I wouldn't want to share that responsibility with someone who could 
not create the quality of life that I am hoping for"

Chloe: pauses for a moment and softly replies "Just give me a chance"

Cut Scene//

New Scene//

At the apartment. 

Adam to Brandon and Kim:  "Chloe has decided to make breakfast, so if you 
don't mind, we will endure her labor for this much awaited meal"

Brandon:  "No, not at all.  Go right ahead go for it."
Kim:  "you do you girl"

Adam to Chloe:  "alright go for it"
Chloe to Adam:  "Can I see you in the kitchen Adam?"

Adam to Brandon and Kim:  "excuse me"
Brandon: "do your thing"

Adam walks to the kitchen
Chloe is prepairing the food to be cooked as Adam stands at the door.

Adam to Chloe:  "so is this a too many cooks in the kitchen thing, or can I 
help out"
Chloe:  "I want you to help me in one specific way when I am ready"

"I want you to wait until then"
"for now just keep me company"
Chloe: looks to Adam and Smiles

Adam:  "ok, sounds good.  That's easy too that way because then I can see 
what kind of style you do when making breakfast, and also I can drink some 
wine since I'm just watching."

Adam pours himself a glass of wine
Chloe is cooking somewhat intensely, focused, driven.

Adam watches her and the sweat from the heat of the stove wets his 
forehead.



Adam:  "well, I'm going to go back over and check on them.."
Chloe:  "wait for me to tell you about the thing to help me"
Adam:  "right."

Adam:  tuning a small television to a station he likes, Adam is interupted 
suddenly
Chloe:  "do you remember clearly what our arrangement is?"
Adam:  Adam Pauses

"You do realize I'm trying to be respectful of my roomate..."
Chloe is ready to claim her bounty for the morning and is taunting Adam 
about it with her gestures.

Adam:  "I'm going to have to agree with you on your leadership, and I would 
like to add, I may have to keep you in the bedroom permanently if you keep 
acting like this.."
Chloe:  "is that a threat?"
Adam:  "what are you doing?"

Cut Scene// end episode one
Episode 2

In the living room

Brandon and Kim are sitting on the ground next to the coffee table

Kim: to Brandon laughing "stop.. they'll see.."
Brandon: he signals to her with a soft "shh"

Kim: to Brandon as they stand- Kim fixes her clothes
points to kitchen and makes a "shh" signal

Within a few steps near the kitchen:  Adam and Chloe emerge from the 
kitchen holding several plates of breakfast food Kim and Brandon are a bit 
surprised as they help them fit it on the coffee table.

Kim: to Adam and Chloe "it's beautiful..."
Adam: "It was all Chloe.  I just helped with this one thing"

Adam is gesturing at the plates

Kim:  "I thought it was a little quiet in there"
Adam:  "no, that was all me"

"oh right I forgot my wine.." "would anyone else like some wine in the 



morning?"
kind of shrugging

Kim:  "nah, I'd like some gin though if you have any"
Brandon:  "it is saturday..." "I can put a show on.." "yeah, one for me"

Adam: to Chloe "Chloe?" a bit unsure if he likes Chloe drinking on Saturday 
morning and hiding it
Chloe:  "I'm just having breakfast.."
Adam:  shaking his head softly.. "me too".. 

Adam walks to the kitchen and gets some glasses and a bottle of wine

Brandon: "so, who won the game last night?"
Kim:  to Brandon "I think you did"
Brandon to Kim:  "no, I mean for real"
Kim:  remembering last night she says with a little happiness in her voice "I 
think I won last night"

Adam:  "Chloe got stuck in the kitchen, and then we came back and finished 
the game until this morning"  Adam is flirting with Chloe physically
Chloe:  to Kim "Kim, you and Brandon went to sleep early after you drew a 
beach sunset"
Kim:  "oh... Shelf!"

Kim is laughing
Brandon:  "you're going to get better at that game"
Adam:  "yeah, for sure"

Chloe's phone rings: she stands and takes the call walking around behind the 
coffee table

Brandon: points out to the youtube clip he was watching earlier "see... there 
it is.."
Adam:  "yeah, he does have that little thing hanging off his head"

Chloe comes back: "hey, so my ride is here"
Adam:  "oh, I thought you were going to stay.. I guess I didn't ask"

"so, come back over.. let me get your number real quick"
Chloe:  "ok, yeah it's ok, here.. "

"what's your number"
Adam:  "713 555 3456"

Adam receives a text
"ok got it"

Chloe:  "ok text me" 
"I have to go study"



Adam:  "ok I will"
Adam leans in for a kiss

Chloe:  "ok."
while leaving "nice to meet you all"

Adam is standing at the door looking out as she leaves.

In a moment, he walks back to eat breakfast.

The three eat breakfast for a moment

Kim:  "she was nice"
Brandon:  "yeah, what's her name?"
Adam:  "Chloe"
Brandon:  "yeah"
Brandon controls the tv with the remote

Adam to Brandon and Kim:  "so, what are yall doing today?"
Kim:  "I rolled a blunt, and Brandon is about to watch a game"
Brandon:  "no, actually, I have chosen a documentary on the storming of the 
bastille." Looking at Kim  "do you know a tale of two cities..?"
Kim:  "oh, yeah"
Adam:  "oh, well I have this holiday occasions bong that I bring out 
sometimes, do you mind if I go get it?"
Kim:  "no go right ahead.. it's your home"

Adam goes to his bedroom and in a moment brings out his holiday bong.

Kim:  "oh you're talking about a frat bong"
Adam:  "easy.. college standards have been risen quite a bit over the past 
decade or so"
Kim:  shakes her head
Adam:  "I'm just kidding"
Kim: laughing "you're silly"
Brandon:  "so you think maybe this girl is going to stick around?"
Adam:  "I don't know yet."  "she's kind of pushy"

"it's not a big deal"

Door bell rings

Adam:  "who is this?"
Kim:  "oh this is my girl"

Kim: walks to door and looks to check who it is
she opens the door



she invites the girl in

Kim: to girl "here wait on the couch"
Kim: walks to Brandon's bedroom and closes the door

Brandon is watching tv
Adam: to the girl "hello"
Girl:  "hi"

she is a little bit reserved
Adam: "would you like to smoke"
Girl:  "oh, no I have to go to work"
Adam:  gestures with his face at how novel an idea that is and smokes from 
his holiday bong

Kim: returns and hands the girl a baggie
Girl:  hands Kim some money "thank you, ok I'll see you later"
Adam: gently looks up at Kim as she sits back down at the couch.

he says nothing and then looks back at the tv

Brandon: puts on a documentary on the french revolution 

There is a knock at the door, and Kim goes to answer it.  She looks through 
the peep hole and then opens the door to display a kind of bigger dude.  She 
points to the couch and then walks back to Brandon's room and closes the 
door.  

Brandon is focused on the tv for a moment as 
Adam is sitting on the seat near the couch around the coffee table shown 
feeling kind of awkward about holding his holiday bong around the stranger..

Adam:  takes a hit and then
Adam:  "wanna smoke?"
Guy1:  "yeah, let me hit that.."
Guy1: "hey put the game on"(I missed it)
Brandon:  "I'm about to eat breakfast.." continues looking at guy1
Guy1:  "I'll just see the score"
Adam: hits a little bong rip 
Guy1:   "hey let me hit that"
Adam:  looks a bit surprised and motionless for a moment

slowly hands the bong to guy1
Brandon:  is still looking at guy1 

lifts some food from his plate to his mouth
looks back to the the tv and raises the remote



Adam:  "so, what's?" Adam is interupted 
Kim:  to Guy1 "here you go"
The guy stands up and in a fancy gangster hug says "thank you" and she 
pockets her payment

Kim:"thank you baby" she says sassily
"see you later"

Guy1 walks to the door
turns completely around
and says :"see you later guys"

Adam: looks up at the guy and then to kim
lifts a finger signaling his goodbye

Kim shuts the door.
Brandon takes a moment

He takes the remote and places it on the end table in between his seat 
and the couch near that surrounds the coffee table.  

He takes his plate and places it on the opposite end table where a 
lamp is seated.
Brandon walks to Kim who is going back in to his room

he speaks to her somewhat near the door
"so, kim, hey..  We didn't talk to you about it, but we don't deal from 

the apartment"
Kim:  "oh, he's just my friend.."
Brandon:  stands for a moment before stating "he's a friend who..How many 
people are coming over?"
Kim: from behind her phone she looks at Brandon to say "one more"

they pause for a moment
Brandon:  kind of perturbed shakes his head and says calmly aggitated 

"see the rule of threes..."
"i'm going to look that up, because I'm pretty sure, that's a bad sign 

thing"
he walks back to the living room

cut/from within Brandon's room a shot looking at Kim pretty close up with the
door Directly behind her in the dark with the light of the living room showing 

cut/ brandon is walking back to the living room

adam has put the youtube app on the tv and is watching
an underwater video 

Brandon:  "hey look up the rule of threes"
Adam:  "alright"

he types in the rule of thirds
Brandon:  speaks "the rule of threes"



Adam:  says "threeeees" kind of longly and somewhat questioning
Brandon:  says "rule of three"
Adam:  "alright"

he types in the word three in place of thirds
Adam:  says "that's better" ..  "subconsiously that's better I think, because 
thirds are small, where as threes are big."
Brandon:  "that's the rule of Threes"
Adam:  kind of jokingly "correctly pronounced "the rule of three"
Brandon:  "it's got a silent s thing going"
Adam:  "that's some english literature stuff from elementary school"
Brandon:  interjects "see there's somebody else coming over"
Adam:  "oh really, guy or girl?"
Brandon  "i didn't ask" he says kind of signaling his dissapointment of the 
missed opportunity 
suddenly there's a knock on the door
Brandon and Adam look at each other
/

commercial break/

cut:  a scene from behind 
a girl stands at the door to Brandon and Adam's apartment
Brandon and Adam open the door and stand in the doorway

The girl is about to speak and instead looks at her phone
Kim speaks from just walking up behind the two guys

"I'm right here girl"
The girl dives through the two guys and in to the apartment
cut/ in the apartment
The guys close the door
Kim invites the girl in to Brandon's bedroom and closes the door
The guys look at each other briefly

Brandon goes to the kitchen and gets some juice
Adam goes back to his breakfast at the coffee table

Brandon and Adam watch tv from the two distant spaces in the apartment for
a moment

The girl comes out of Brandon's bedroom with a baggie of an unknown 
substance(perhaps herbal synthetics)
They are laughing and joking
Girl2: to Kim "yeah, it's true girl.. ok well I'll see you this wednesday at the 
club"
Kim:  responds still laughing "you are a riot girl, I'll see you there"



Girl2 and Kim are at the door and KIm lets her out.
Kim waves at the door to her as she leaves:  "you have a good day girl, love 
you!"

Kim closes the door

Brandon and Adam are watching tv
Adam is finishing his breakfast

The Rule of threes video has auto complete played through to a survival tips 
top ten
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojac_kKs_94

Adam takes a pipe within the shelf of the coffee tabel and smokes from it and
then stands/
Adam to Brandon:  "I was thinking about putting this bong up in case any 
more random people come over"
Brandon:  "Yeah that's a good idea"  He stands..

"let me hit that real quick"
Brandon:  "do you mind if we put it back on the show I was watching?"
Adam:  "no go ahead, this is just on auto play from the rule of threes"
Brandon:  "oh.." he happily grabs the remote and changes it back to the 
nature program

The door bell rings

They look at each other
Brandon: kind of loud to Kim through the closed door "kim, is this for you?"

he stands and goes over to his bedroom door
Adam: hides the bong from view while he goes to the door and looks through 
the peep hole and opens the door

it's a guy kind of old looking
Meanwhile Brandon is knocking at his bedroom door.

Kim comes to the door kind of asleep
kim:  "What is it, I'm asleep"

Brandon:  whispering "so, we thought maybe this person was coming for you 
because we don't normally have visitors, but he's not ?"
Kim: softly whining "no, it was just that one more"
Brandon:  "why are you so tired"
Kim:  "because you kept me up.."

cut/

at the door

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojac_kKs_94


Adam is talking to the guy at the door:
older Guy:  "so, there's not a party over here?"
Adam:  "no, my friend's girl just moved in, and her friends wanted to bring 
her some stuff, and that's why there were so many people coming over, I 
wish we were having  a party, but we're just not, if we were though, you 
would be invited though, so yeah, it's just that.. so.. " he pauses "thank you 
though."
Adam closes the door

Brandon has walked back over to the seat where he was having breakfast 
and is watching tv.

Adam stands at the door for a moment looking in to the apartment.
Adam: "where is Kim?"
Brandon: "she's taking a nap"
Adam:  nods his head

he walks to his seat where he was sitting before
Adam:  "so what's the deal, are people going to keep coming over?"
Brandon:  "Kim said that she didn't invite that guy over.. oh yeah.. who was 
that?"
Adam:  "he was kind of weird; said he thought maybe a party was going on 
over here and he was hoping, I think, to go to the party the way he was kind 
of lingering."
Brandon:  "oh, so he came over because of the other people who came over"

"see that's the rule of three"
Adam:  "you get three, and then you get one more"
Brandon:  "maybe... three more?"
Adam:  "I dunno" .. "maybe I should look up the rule of threes again
Brandon:  "nah, it's probably over"

Adam:  ".. maybe it was already over when the third girl came along"
"and this guy maybe was just a spare guy.. and he doesn't count"

Brandon:  "yeah maybe I was blowing it out of proportion"
Adam and Brandon are silent for a moment
There is a short pause and then
Adam: speaks "oh, you're thinking bad things happen in rules of three"
Brandon: "groups of three"
Adam:  "right"

"so, maybe..." Adam is interupted by a doorbell
Brandon:  "now, who's this?"
Brandon walks over to the door and looks to see who it is

Brandon opens the door
Brandon to new girl:  "hello, may I help you?"
New Girl:  "I'm looking for Kim"



Brandon to new girl:  "Nice to meet you"
Brandon invites the girl in
My name is Brandon, this is my apartment with my roomate Adam"
Adam: signals and responds "yo"
Brandon goes to his room and knocks softly on the door
Kim opens the door slightly

she has some lamps on and the mood inside the room is a cozy dim 
lounge
Kim has put her makeup and jewelry on, but is in pajamas
Kim: "hey girl"

"thank you Brandon"
Kim takes the girl in to the room and closes the door
Brandon waits for a moment at the door and then decides to knock again

a brief moment passes and then Kim opens the door a bit and looks 
out
Kim: "hi, what's up?"
Brandon:  "I thought there was just one more.."
Kim:  "this is just my friend, I have to talk to her"
Brandon:  says softly "wasn't everyone else who showed up just your friend 
too?"  
Kim:  looks at Brandon for a moment

"I'm not selling anything to her, she's just my friend, I have to talk to 
her tonight"
Brandon:  Looks at her quiet for a moment

"so yall are going to stay in here all day?"
Kim:  "we're just doing our hair"
Brandon:  "what I'm trying to say is..

 do I order pizza here, or do you want to go out to some place with 
your dresses on too"
Kim:  looks at Brandon silent for a moment "so.. you think I look nice?" she 
says kind of sassily
Brandon puts his arm around Kim's waist

"no more visitors.. "  he kisses her
"just tell me what you're thinking, we'll talk later"
Brandon opens the door just slightly to reveal the other girl in the room
She is straightening her hair in her underwear, she also has makeup 

and jewlery on
new girl:  "Hi.." she says softly somewhat unsure
Brandon:  "hey, was just formally introducing myself I'm Brandon this is my 
apartment with my roomate out there.."
new girl:  "you just told me that"
Brandon:  "oh shit, I'm sorry.. "  "you look different"

"and it was just a weird day so far..
Kim:  "see you're right, that's actually why she came over, because I have to 



talk to her"
Brandon:  "so, nobody else is coming over?"
Kim:  shakes her head softly
Brandon: declares his exit by saying:  

"ok, yall have fun, if you want any snacks just let me know"
Brandon closes the door and returns to the living room

When he has returned Adam is sitting on the couch with the older guy from 
before and an old woman as well.
The old man is holding the holiday bong and is ripping a huge bong hit
The older woman is smoking a joint turning roach
Brandon:  "I thought you told this guy to leave?"
Adam:  "well technically, I told him that if there was a party he would be 
invited.. so when he came back.. I decided to give him a chance"
The older woman speaks up
Older woman:  "Hi I'm Dorothy"
Brandon:  says somewhat perturbedly "Well, we're not in kansas anymore.."
Dorothy cracks up laughing:  in her scratchy deeper voice says "you got that 
right, you're funny"
Dorothy to the Old Man: "did you hear what he said?"
The old man looks over from having taken another bong rip
Brandon:  "well I didn't mean it sarcastically"
Dorothy:  "no, you're all good, I haven't heard that in a while."

"and were sitting here like, you know? like we're not in Kansas 
anymore.."

she laughs at the sight of it
Brandon has walked around to the couch and takes a seat.
The old man passes Brandon the bong
Old Man: "see I knew yall were partiers"

"and I'm glad too, because the guys who lived here before were 
partiers too, and we had a blast"
Brandon and Adam look at eachother and show some discomfort from the 
situation
Adam: speaks up "So what was it you were saying about how you used to 
deal and whatever?"
Old man:  "I used to deliver it" "yeah, I took it up to wisconsin, missouri, 
various places"
Adam:  "so, you got some good money? or what?"
Old man:  "well, yeah see actually I mean I don't have that much money, but I
was hoping to buy some weed, if anybody had some they could sell 
me.."
Adam:  "right, well that's right, I did say I would sell you a little bit"
Old Man:  he pulls out a wad of various cash in his pocket
Adam brings out a little bag of dro and says..

"well I got this for like forty dollars, and then I smoked like.. three 



times.. various amounts.. so I think like a third of this is probably this much, 
so maybe you would give me $13 dollars for this?"

The old man chuckles:  "youngsters.. " 
he pulls out a digital scale
He puts the portion on the scale
The weight reads ".87 gram"

He takes out a calculator:  and taps in a few numbers
he looks at the calculation for a moment and then says
"see you should be taking some money on the deal too so you won't go

broke"
"see, I have to look after you, because people will take advantage of 

you"

Adam shakes his head
Dorothy:  "leave him alone, he's a grown man, and a handsome man too" she 
is flirty and doesn't mind
Adam:  winks at Dorothy 
Adam:  "Im realy ok"

"so, what's your name anyway"
The old man:  "tim"

Tim the time man Cleburne
Adam: Tim Cleburne
Tim:  "see, I ran track in high school.. and"
Adam: is nodding hid head
Tim:  "well, they ended up calling me tim the time man, see they had never 
seen a man who could run like me before, with the same kind of style that I 
ran.  I was like a celebrity"  "  I had the picture in the newspaper, and my 
friends new about it because my article was in the record store even though 
they didn't go to the same school as me because.. " "well you get the picture,
yeah and then it just stuck"
Adam: nods
Dorothy and Brandon are somewhat silent
Brandon:  "see I was thinking like, you were a time traveler somehow"
Tim:  "I'm not that old"
Brandon:  "no, I just thought because of the time man nickname, I hadn't 
really thought that it was because you are old.  I think that's fair to presume 
with a name like the time man, that the man may be a time explorer in some 
realm.."
Tim: continues "no, I've heard that before, Tim the Time man slips on the 
space race working downtown as a overnight valet.." .. "they used to rap 
about me on the corner"
"I'm saying I used to be famous"



Brandon:  "no, I believe you"
"my roomate used to be famous"
"isn't that right Adam?"

Adam:  "not quite as famous as Tim the Time Man Cleburne"
Tim: speaks pointing to the guitar in the corner  "so you play the guit-tar?"
Adam:  "well, I play sometimes" " I don't really play for money or anything"
Tim:  "that don't mean you don't have talent"

 "I heard you play before" "sounded good"
Adam: says a bit softly "yeah, I think I'm pretty good" 
Tim:  "I used to play the trombone, in the marching band"
Adam:   "oh that's cool"  
Tim:  tim relives a bit of his youth in his mind and it's shown in his expression 
for a moment
Adam:  "yeah, I used to play a lot more, and I don't really play anymore"
Dorothy:  "what kind of music do you play?"
Adam:  "I play whatever, different styles"
Dorothy:  "well have you ever heard of Jimi Hendrix?"
Adam:  "for sure.. yeah"
Dorothy:  "well did you know that Jimi Hendrix played guitar because of the 
way he took acid?
Adam:  "and how was that?"
Dorothy:  escalates while saying "while he was playing guitar"
Adam:  "very clever"
Adam: "was this always or just some of the itme"
Tim: adds "well obviously not all the time"
Adam:  "So where's this leading?"
Dorothy:  "well, I can get you some if you want to try, I think it may be a way 
to save your passion and rekindle it's life back in to motion.
Adam:  thinks to himself for a moment.  "I'll give it a shot" "I don't know if I 
will pull it off, but I can at least try"
Brandon:  "So you are getting some acid?  I'll get some too " 

Brandon takes out his wallet.
to Dorothy:  "so how many is it, or how many do you think I should 

get?"
Dorothy:  "for you, I can get you ten for twenty"
Brandon: "I was just going to say twenty"
Dorothy:  "you and your girlfriend both take three tonight, and then tomorrow
you have two each"  
Brandon:  two threes, and two twos

"That's probably fine."
Adam:  "So,  I guess we go, or do you have to call or anything?"
Dorothy:  "yeah we can just head over"
Adam:  to Tim "are you coming with?"
Tim:  "Yeah, I'll roll with ya"



Cut /

Adam is in the car with Dorothy and Tim
Dorothy is in the front passanger seat, and Time is behind Adam in the 
driver's side rear seat
Adam begins his journey pulling out a few streets on to the freeway.
Dorothy:  "so go here.. "

in a moment
Dorothy turns on the radio
She begins tuning it
When she finds an old song she likes, she starts singing along

Adam: smiles and continues driving
cut/
Adam is driving still and now both Dorothy and Tim are singing together a 
song that Adam doesn't know
Adam bobs his head along to the music
cut scene/
Adam is pulling up to a residential parking spot
Dorothy and Tim end their song with great accuracy and strength as the car 
turns off
Dorothy: looks over while looking in her purse and speaks "ok, come on"
The car's passangers and driver evacuate and follow Dorothy's lead to the 
door of the house they have arrived at which is around the side of the house
At the side door
Dorothy knocks
From withing:  "Come on in" is spoken with an inviting tone
Dorothy opens the door and the three enter
Inside the house there are various art supplies and knick-nacks
older woman:  "Dorothy, hello I so nice to see you"
Dorothy:  "hey Mona"  "so, this is Adam, and he is looking for some inspiration
because he is a musician and I thought that was perfect because you love 
music"
Mona:  "oh so you are a musician?" "well, that's wonderful, what instrument 
do you play"
Dorothy:  "well he plays the guitar.."
Adam:  "yeah, it's true, I play the guitar"

"I used to play the drum set too"
Mona:  "oh, a multi-instrumentalist" she pauses

"I love music, all kinds of music.. "  "blues, jazz, all kinds of stuff"
Adam:  "well, I'd be happy to play for you some day"
Mona:  "i love it, You are talented, I can tell"
Adam:  "well, maybe I'll have a fan"

he pauses
Mona:  "so what could I get for you



Dorothy:  "I was thinking maybe he could take some lsd, since he plays guitar
and you know Jimi hendrix plays guitar"
Mona:  "well.. have you ever played guitar while on lsd"
Adam:  "no.."  "I haven't"
Time:  "if I could play the guitar, ooh I 'd make it wail"

Tim acts out some air guitar playing briefly
Adam:  "maybe we can jam a little"
Tim:  "yeah, I don't have a trombone right now, but I can borrow my cousin's 
someday"

"I'll just have to call him, so let me know"
Adam:  says "Alright." "yeah, maybe I'll take up playing more"
Mona:  "it's all about being in the right mind set"

"when your mind is free, then creating comes naturally"
Adam:  nods
Mona:  lays out some paper acid strips

"these I can give you for $10 a strip"
Adam:  "ok, so how many do I eat?"
Mona:  "You'll really just have to do it to know"

"Usually two, maybe more depending on your experience and how you 
feel"
Adam:  "ok, so maybe I'll get four strips now.."

Adam takes the twenty out of his wallet that Brandon gave to him
Tim:  "here I'll take a strip too"

he pulls out a ten dollar bill and puts it on the table
Dorothy:  "actually do you have any shrooms?"
Mona:  "yeah"  she slides her chair over to a drawer and opens it up

a large bag of shrooms
Dorothy:  "ok give me ten grams"

"and a quarter of some dro"
Adam:  "so you have some shrooms too"

he looks in his wallet
"how about I'll get 10 grams as well"

Mona:  weighs out the mushrooms takes the various money and clears the 
table
Adam: notices a pipe on the table with some dro in it

"hey, can I hit that?"
Mona:  "oh, go right ahead.. here" she stands

"how far away are you?"
Adam:  "were like 30 mins away"
Mona: pulls out a dropper 

"take a few drops of this, and by the time you get home, it will start 
kicking in"
Adam:  "alright"
Mona:  drops a few drops in to Adam's mouth



Dorothy:  "ooh, may I?"
Mona:  smiles  "sure, here you go"
Tim:  "of course I'm interested"
Mona:  "of course"

Mona drops a few drops in to Tim's mouth after dropping a few in to 
Dorothy's mouth
Adam:  "well, we're going to head off"

"it was nice meeting you"
Mona:  "very nice meeting you, I hope you feel inspired, and bless you!"
Adam, Mona and Tim exit the house and get in to the car.
Adam starts the car, and the radio comes on
Dorothy and Tim know the song that's playing and begin singing
Adam pulls back to get on the road
Cut scene/
Earlier
Adam, Dorothy and Tim are seen entering the car through the blinds
Close up side view:  Brandon is standing at the window

He smokes from his vape pen
Brandon turns around, and walks to the couch

He takes the remote and turns the volume down to a level just louder 
than the quiet of the apartment

From within the coffee table Brandon takes a bubbler out and hits it
He waits just a moment before walking to his Bedroom

cut scene from inside the bedroom
Brandon opens the door, walks inside, and closes the door
The movie plays in silence with the subtitles or is overdubbed incorrectly
Kim is Rolling her hair: and looks to him kind of perturbed 

"what are you doing?"
Brandon:  "this is my bedroom.  I'll do what I want"
Brandon walks to Kim who has placed the curler on the dresser and in her 
other hand has brought to her ear a cell flip phone>
Brandon takes the phone from Kim's hand and as he moves it to her ear is 
heard a high pitched nonstop talking  voice

Smugly:  Brandon says "Kim will call you back"
Kim opens herself up to Brandon by touching her fingers to his chest 
incircling a heart
Kim: speaks  "oh, Brandon.. I love it when you take charge"
Brandon leans in for a kiss and they embrace
The other girl who was in the room is seen walking slowly over to the two

The girls curling iron is seen being placed on to the carpet slowly in a 
close up, and then as the girls feet walk by her panties come down
From the waist up the girl is seen walking over to Brandon and Kim and she 
begins to kiss Brandon's chest through his shirt while reaching in from below
cut scene/



a collage of 90s style sex scene imagery is shown involving the three
there is a lot of shadow and light from distant side angles
the music plays of a sensuous r and b track
the collage continues to a shot of the three of them laying in robes in the bed
cut/ the girls are in the shower and brandon walks in
standing in the bathroom: they give a giddy face and are seen kneeling out of
view as Brandon stands in the shot with his arms open and up
Clouds appear behind him and:
a cut scene shows the three of them riding on a large horse through a cloudy 
landscape
Brandon flys over to Adam who is seen far away in front of them
Cut/
Brandon to Adam:  "oh hey Adam, you're here?"
Adam:  "Yes Brandon, yet actually I am heading back with the L.S.D. oh and I 
got a surprise for you"

Adam is shown climbing on to an adult sized tricyle and speeding away

Brandon is shown looking at his cellphone holding on to the giant horse
close up on the cell:  "gps not found"

Cut/ a side shot somewhat close of Brandon Looking at his phone
Cut/ a shot of Brandon's phone

a text: from Adam "on my way back, 20 mins maybe 30"

Brandon:  types.. "are you sure?"
waits
backspace deletes the message
he types  "alright"
to himself, he taps the coffee table and says softly "ok.."

Brandon walks over to his bedroom door
He reaches for the handle and as soon as he does it turns and the door

opens
The girls are talking already and are dressed up in their outfits for the day
The new girl "ok, well hit me up so I know where you're at, and we'll meet up 
tonight"
Kim:  "ok girl, see you in a little bit"
Brandon has backed out of the way and the new girl is already outside.  Kim 
has closed the door and Brandon has walked over to Kim.  
Brandon:  "so she's taking off?"
Kim:  "yeah"
Brandon:  "where's she going?"
Kim:  "I dunno, whereever she goes"

"why so many questions?"
Brandon:  he pauses.. "well I was hoping to take you out to eat with her"

"like all three of us"



Kim: makes a slightly odd face, "oh, right well, yeah I want to go out to eat, 
that's why I'm dressed up" she just had to go meet somebody
Brandon:  "oh ok, so when do you want to go?"

Brandon leans in for a kiss
Kim:  "whoa, hold on, I just put on my makeup"
Brandon:  "oh" he shakes his head

He stands for a moment near her, and then leans in to kiss her neck
Kim: backs away slightly with her fingertips

"here, I've got a compromise"
cut scene/
kims feet are shown, and her panties come down
Kim is shown center of the shot waist up pressing down on Brandon's head
cut scene/
wipe down transition
It's back in the car and the radio is still playing
Adam is sitting at a spot in a residential neighborhood with some road 
construction
Adam looks at his phone gps
It looks like it may be getting later in the day
He turns and then drives forward
Dorothy and Tim are still singing but not as much
Adam:  "I think I have been already through here.."

"sorry"
Adam looks back at his GPS

Dorothy:  laughing a little bit "Where are we?  You don't know?  Because I sure
don't know, I was sitting here like does he know where he's going?  because I 
don't"  she chuckles
Adam:  "well, I'm not sure exactly, I have the gps though.. I'm just trying to 
get back on a freeway"
Dorothy:  "I think we've been in this neighborhood for like 10 minutes at 
least"
Tim:  "yeah man don't be doing that, arises suspision"
Adam:  "there should be another street right here"

there is a road block
Adam:  "we'll have to go around somewhere else"
Adam: turns his blinker on, makes a turn and the scene cuts to adam back on 
the freeway
Dorothy and Tim are singing in the car again and they are backed up in traffic
Adam: says he is going to take a detour 
/cut scene
Adam is driving on a long somewhat deserted road
Dorothy is singing a solo of an older song on the radio
Tim is quet in the back
cut scene/



interior apartment
It's sunset and the door opens
Adam walks in alone
Brandon and Kim are sitting on the Couch very close to eachother
Brandon is dressed up somewhat nice along with Kim
They are watching tv
Brandon:  somewhat excited "hey, so how'd it go"
Adam:  "it was fine, the only thing is, the lady gave me a few hits of l.s.d. 
before taking off, and then after a little while of driving I realized I was lost, 
and then finally I get back on the road and there's all this traffic... it took 
forever"
Brandon:  "I see that"

"so where's Tim the Time Man and Dorothy?"
Adam:  "they took off when we got back"
Kim:  "we went and got some pizza if you want some"
Adam:  somewhat excited "oh, nice"
Adam walks to the kitchen and gets some pizza
Brandon:  "so, what's the surprise?"
Adam:  "surprise?"
Brandon:  a short pause and then "what did you end up getting?"
Adam:  "oh right, so I got the L.S.D. that Dorothy was talking about, but then 
this lady had shrooms too, so I got 10 grams."
Adam: takes out the strips and the bag of shrooms
Brandon:  "niice"

Brandon holds the baggie up close inspecting it
"yep, see the blue.. yep"
"this is good"
Brandon is smiling

Adam:  "but is it rule of threes worthy?"
Brandon:  a little surprised "maybe, what do you mean?"
Adam:  "Dorothy out of the blue gave me an eigth of dro"

Adam pulls a little baggie of some dro and puts it next to the strips and
the shrooms
Brandon: bestows his wonder on to the table speaking "rule of three" 
The Door Bell rings
cut scene/
exterior from behind visitor
it's chloe
Adam opens the door
cut/ interior 
Adam:  "oh hi, did you text?" Adam is looking at his phone
Chloe:  "no, I just saw your car so I came by"
Adam:  "oh"  Adam pockets his phone

"so you want to come in?"



Chloe:  "that would be great"
Adam:  "oh, great" "come on in"

Cut episode/

Episode 3

Chloe:  "no, I just saw your car so I came by"

Adam:  "so you want to come in?"

Chloe:  "that would be great"

Adam is happy to see Chloe and as she walks in she is greeted warmly by 
Brandon and Kim.

Kim:  "there's some pizza if you want some" Kim is looking at her phone 
constantly

Adam:  "oh, I have got to tell you something"

Suddenly Kim to Brandon: "Actually, it's time for us to go so, we'll meet up 
with you later if you want to come out later tonight"

Kim puts her phone in her purse and starts to stand up Brandon will text you 
the details, ok let's go Brandon

Brandon: "I thought maybe we would sit and see how we feel for a little while 
before heading out"

Kim:  "no let's just go, it's time to go now, trust me"

Brandon waits for a moment

Brandon:  "ok, well sure, we can go out to a bar or something right now and 
then maybe later on we will drop and it will develop like that.."

Kim:  "exactly what I was thinking, we will go to a bar first, and I know which 
one because my girl is at this bar and she said she loves it"

Brandon:  "ok, we'll go"

Brandon to Adam:  "alright, yall have fun, maybe I will see you tomorrow"

Brandon stands with Kim and they gracefully exit as Chloe comes inside and 
goes to the couch.



Adam walks to the kitchen and gets some pizza.

Chloe:  "oh right, would you get me a slice?" she smiles

Adam:  "of course"

"would you like some wine?"

Chloe:  "that sounds very nice"

Adam pours some wine in to some wine glasses and brings them to the table 
with the pizza

/

Adam stacks his plates on top of each other so that he can go quicker

when he brings the food he places a napkin down on the table and then puts 
the plate down on the napkin 

he then walks back to get the other glass and some pepper

he then has to make another trip to get some Parmesan cheese

Adam walks back to the coffee table and sits on the ground next to Chloe who
is eating a slice of pizza and fiddling with the remote

Adam:  "so, what was your day like?"

Chloe:  "Adam, before we get started, will you just tell me now if you are the 
kind of guy that would sacrifice a napkin, a life of a tree, so that you didn't 
have to make another trip to the kitchen?"

Adam:  with a bit of pizza in his mouth

"I made a mistake, I was thinking at first it was a good idea, but then I 
realized that I could have avoided the loss of that napkin.  It won't happen 
again"

Kim:  "it's not that serious"

"I'm just kidding"

Adam:  is struck with a laugh "you kind of scared me there for a moment"

Chloe:  "I know.. It's because you are going to ask me to take lsd with you.."

Adam:  "very perceptive"

Chloe:  "Brandon said he was going to drop, you said you had to tell me 



something.. "

"am I right?"

Adam:  thinks for a moment "you: are right"

Adam looks back at the kitchen for a moment

there is a shadowy figure walking in the kitchen

he stares for a moment calmly

Chloe:  sweetly asks "what are you thinking?"

Adam:  looks back to Chloe "I am kind of looking for someone special in my 
life"

Chloe:  "ok"

Adam:  "sorry, that was too much..."

Chloe:  "oh, no.. sorry you're right I understand"

"I.. "

Adam:  "I think you are special, you know"

"I'm just.. blabbing"

he asks after a brief sigh

"Chloe, will you take l.s.d. with me?"

Chloe:  "I will"

Adam:  smiles

ok, he takes few hits off of the strips he got earlier and says

"ok go ahead and eat these"

Chloe:  "wait, aren't you going to eat some too.."

Adam:  looks at her for a moment, swallows, and looks in to his palm

"ok, so here's the thing, I already had some earlier"

Chloe:  "oh... well I don't know then"

Adam:  "come on you said you would do it with me"

Chloe:  "was it these little hits right here?"



Adam:  is silent a moment and shakes his head no

Chloe:  "ok, so if you want to eat some more, well then maybe we have to do 
it that way to make sure that the experiment is balanced"

Adam:  "ok, right, but then I will be tripping harder maybe and perhaps 
longer.. " "maybe you shouldn't do it now, though I really want you to."  "I am 
thinking that maybe the best bet would be to have you eat these two hits and
see how you feel, and maybe it will be kind of the same"

Chloe:  "how about this, we will not do the experiment, and instead we will 
just go with the flow tonight"

Adam:  "ok, so I have already noticed, that it is kicking in, so maybe you 
would like to eat some and I might eat some too honestly.. I kind of wanted to
and I thought that well ok I was going to eat some more anyway.. I just 
wanted to think about it for a moment.. and I'm glad that you are cool with 
the way things are going at this point.. "

Chloe:  "look, you don't have to worry about anything like that with me.."

Adam:  "oh, well.. ok"

"because, I wasn't sure exactly what type of situation you might be ok 
with"

in a close up

Chloe:  touches Adam's face with her fingertips

"I'm here on purpose"

"I'm grown.. did you forget the other night?"

Adam:  "o k.. you are right.. so.. what are you" Adam is interrupted

Chloe: kisses Adam on the lips

Adam:  "I thought you were hungry"

Chloe:  "something like that.."

Adam:  "oh I see"

cut scene

Brandon is sitting at a bar being handed a menu

He looks at the appetizers.  He turns the menu to the drink menu.



Kim walks up and stands next to him she hugs his arm

Kim:  "see it's nice huh"  

Brandon:  "yeah, it's nice."

"where's your friend?"

Kim:  "oh, she said she will be here a little later"

Brandon:  "I thought she was here already"

Kim:  "she was, but then she had to go back to her house for a little bit"

"she lives just around the corner"

Brandon:  "I see"

"so, we went to a bar over by her house.."

"but, she's not here.."

Kim:  "sh.. it's nice" "just enjoy nice things"

Brandon:  "yeah, I'm looking at some pretty nice things on this menu here"

Kim:  "I'll get you"

Brandon:  "you'll get me..?"

he pauses

Brandon:  "do you even have a job?"

Kim:  "give me a break, I'm getting my certification"

Brandon:  "I'm sorry, I didn't mean to be mean"

"I guess I just don't know you as well as I'd like to is the deal"

Kim:  "you will.. " "just let me show you my way"

Brandon:  "ok."

"so, you want to buy me a drink?"

Kim:  "I would do that for you"

Brandon:  "and you can do this because you are staying at my place?"

Kim:  "for now, that could work out.."



Brandon:  leans in to put his arm around Kim's waist

Suddenly there is a voice calling a few feet away as a larger somewhat tall 
husky and overly feminine woman walks in

Big Girl:  "Kimberly!"

the girl taps kimberly on the shoulder

Kimberly turns and goes to hug the girl very excitedly

Brandon looks up:  "hi"

Big girl:  "hello, I'm Samantha"

Kimberly to Samantha:  "I'm so glad to see you girl, let's get some drinks.. "

Suddenly another voice from off in the distance yells "Samantha!"

Samantha:  "Oh my god girl!"

The Girls walk off to the end of the bar

Brandon is still standing at the bar looking at the menu

The bartender walks up to him

Bartender:  "hey, what would you like?"

Brandon:  "you know what, I'm just going to have a lonestar"

Bartender:  "we don't have lonestar"

Brandon:  "ok, I will have a vodka tonic"

Bartender:  "sure, that's 8 bucks"

Brandon:  "alright, keep it open"

Brandon: hands the bartender a card

Bartender:  "no problem"

the Bartender walks off to get his drink

Kim walks back up

Kim:  "hey, ok, so we are going to this restaurant"

Brandon:  kind of dissapointedly surprised

"I just ordered a drink"



Kim:  "oh, hey I am so sorry, I forgot.."

"I was going to buy you a drink"

Brandon:  "well, he has my card already"

Kim:  "I can give you cash?"

Brandon:  "you know what, it's really ok, I'll get my drink and then we will 
take off"

Kim:  "ok thank you!"

"Samantha!"

Samantha is walking out of the door 

"I will see you there!"

Brandon:  "yeah, she will get us a table first, so that's good, and we can chill 
just you and me for a little bit"

Kim:  feeling cheery "ok, I like that.."  "just me and you"

Suddenly Kim's friend from the other day walks up to Kim

New Girl:  "Kim, I thought you were coming with us?"

"oh, hey, you're that guy from earlier"

Brandon:  "yeah, I'm that guy who's apartment you were in earlier"

New Girl:  just makes a face at him kind of defensive

Brandon:  "no, I'm just saying, you can come with us.."

"do you want a drink?"

Kim:  "no Brandon, we have to go, get your card"

The bartender has walked up to the bar and is handing Brandon his drink

Brandon:  "oh, damn I'm sorry, go ahead and close it out"

"I'm going to leave after all"

The Bartender:  "ok, that's fine, not a problem"

The bartender walks back to the register

Brandon to the New Girl:  "so what's your name"



New Girl:  "C Lo" fooooo

Brandon:  "like the singer C lo?"

New Girl:  "no, not like the singer, that was my name first, from first grade"

"my name is Cintia Loner"

"C Lo"

Brandon:  "that's fine"

New Girl:  "what do you mean that's fine, of course that's fine, that's my 
name, am I going to say your name is fine, no, because it's not.."  she 
laughs.. "I'm just kidding"

Brandon:  shaking his head, "what are you doing to me, breaking my heart 
here I felt so bad"

Kim:  "I'm just fooling with you because I know you are nervous about your 
drink coming so late, which you aren't drinking by the way"

Brandon:  looks down at his drink in his hand.  Takes a drink

Kim:  "wow, I have never seen that before"

in a sassy, kind of defensive tone "Yall, are obviously in love, so you 
can just forget about mee I guess"

Brandon:  with a half spit take

"excuse me?" "I'm just talking to this girl"

Kim:  acting like she is somewhat angry "Yeah, I see how you are.  Come on 
let's go"

With Kim's leadership they get up and leave.  Brandon's card is sitting on the 
counter in the bar wallet.  He signs it and walks out quickly following Kim.

Cut scene:

Adam and Chloe are in bed making love

Chloe is running her hands all through her hair and the pillow that supports 
her head.



Adam is on top of her doing his thing

Chloe:  "wow... this is amazing... "

Adam:  "oh thanks"

Chloe:  "no, I mean the l.s.d."

Adam:  "oh, yeah, for sure"

Chloe:  "no I mean this whole experience is awesome, in fact it's because we 
are having sex that I said that"

Adam:  "right"

Adam kisses her neck

Chloe:  "so, do you .."

Adam:  looks at her as she is staring at him

"do I what..?"

Chloe:  "never mind, I was going to ask about something, but I don't think you
would know about it"

Adam:  "huh?"

Chloe:  "I'm just thinking this is really incredible feeling"

Adam:  "yeah for sure"

"you keep talking like that and I am going to fall in love with you you 
know.. "

Chloe:  "you can't fall in love"

Adam:  "what?"  "why not?"

Chloe:  "because you don't believe in true love"

Adam:  "what..?  yes I do..:"

Chloe:  "then why are you with me right now"

Adam:  "I.. don't know where.. Maybe you are it for me.. "

Chloe:  "what if I'm not"



Adam:  "then I will just go on the same as I've been"

Chloe:  "so I bring you joy.."

Adam:  "for sure"

Chloe:  "have you thought about that much..?"

Adam:  "just for like the past hour or soo...."

Adam moans...

Chloe:  "did you cum?"

Adam:  "no, i still got it"

Chloe:  "ok hold on a second though, I want to get some water"

Chloe stands and goes to a dresser where a glass of water it sitting

Adam is laying in bed contorted, he unbends and reaches over to get a pipe 
on the night stand"

He smokes from the pipe

Chloe:  "so, I'm just getting this out of the way, I know I don't have to mention
it, but I AM on birth control, so you don't have to pull out if you don't want to"

Adam:  "oh, well that might mess up my routine.. "

Chloe:  "it's just an option.."

Chloe signals to the pipe with her hands raised

Adam hands her the pipe

Chloe smokes from the pipe

Adam:  "so, I am just getting this out of the way, I am the kind of guy that 
may or may not know whether he wants to go out to a club after having sex 
on l.s.d.   Even though I do, I don't always, and so it's kind of up to you 
whether or not you want to meet Brandon and Kim somewhere tonight, or go 
anywhere else or whatever.."

Chloe:  "ok, well that will have to be a group decision"

Adam:  "that's easy"

Chloe:  "I'm easy like that"

Adam:  "well, I mean.. I think you are hard at some stuff though"



Chloe:  "you mean smart don't you.."

Adam:  "you know me well in a way"

Adam kisses Chloe:

cut scene/

Brandon is sitting at a restaurant holding a menu.  

A waiter is writing Brandon's order and asking:  "and what would you like to 
drink"

Brandon takes a look at the menu and nods his head for a moment

The table he is sitting at is vacant except for an older woman down the way..

They are connected through several tables

Brandon looks up:  "I am thinking I want to have another beer"

The waiter:  "ok, one more?"

 "ok your food should be out shortly, and I will bring you your appetizer 
and drink,  I apologize for the wait sir"

The waiter walks off

Brandon looks up to watch the television and as he does the voices of the 
group heading back to the table begin

They all take their seats, seven of them.. 

The scene is strange sounding 

in a close up of Brandon there is a girl in the background saying hello

she is distorted 

"Brandon, hi Brandon, is that your name Brandon?"

Brandon looks over:  "aloud, did you just ask me if my name is Brandon?" 
"because, how did you say Brandon was my name already when you are 
asking.. "  "I am Brandon, yes I am"

The seven women are staring at Brandon silently for a moment

The scene vanishes to a black room that Brandon is sitting at



A voice speaks "Do you know Brandon?"

Brandon:  "Do I know what?"

Cut scene:  Brandon is cutting some cake on his plate

Kim is speaking directly to the Camera from Brandon's point of view

Kim: "have you been paying attention?"

Brandon speaks:  "of course"

Samantha is going to go ahead and go home instead of the club, she 
cuts hair, and she just went to france last week"

Kim:  "that was three weeks ago.."

Brandon:  "don't fool me like that"

Kim:  "no, she just got the pictures developed"

Brandon:  "who still develops pictures"

Kim:  "she does"

Brandon:  "that's.. cool actually I like that"

Kim:  "see, they are good people that's why I am inviting you out here, 
because maybe you could be like them, and maybe that would be good for 
you"

Brandon:  "these are all women"

Kim:  "yeah, but you aren't.. see what I mean?"

Brandon:  "I see what I mean mostly"

Kim:  "that's what I mean honestly"

Brandon:  "when are you going to go home with me"

Kim:  "we already did earlier tonight"

Brandon:  "see, here's what I think"

"I think that you are a beautiful woman, who has many beautiful 
female friends"

"see, I don't know if you know this, but mathematically, if you were to 
add it up, though technically you are sexier than your friend Cintia, together 
next to each other, you two have a very natural glow, a beauty that really 



brings the whole picture together"

Kim:  "that was very deep and unusual, usually it's just, do you like pussy 
when you pushin dick girrl?"

Brandon:  suddenly "whoa.. whoa.. I was just saying that.. the .. uh.. . uh"

"so, how do those conversations go though.."

Kim:  "We've been friends since we were in college"

"some guys paid us two hundred thirty dollars a piece to eat each 
other out from our dorm floor"

Brandon:  drinks from his beer

he nods his head

Kim:  "and we've just known each other since then.."

Brandon:  drinks from his beer and nods his head

nothing is said for a moment

Brandon takes another drink from his beer

"ok, well I just had this great idea"

Kim:  "oh really..  I gave you a great idea huh..?"

Brandon:  "you bring out the creativity in me"

Kim:  "oh really"

"we'll see"

Brandon:  "no, for real"

Kim:  "ok, so what's your big idea then"

Brandon:  "ok, picture this.. me you and cintia back at the apartment.. we 
have the music playing" "the lights are just right"  "we could light a candle"

Kim::  "hey, this isn't just up to me or something, she is a girl, she has to be 
romanced too if you want her.."

Brandon:  "I don't want her, I want you and her"  "and me"

Kim:  Kim rolls her eyes

she looks down at her phone



To Brandon:  "ok, it's time to go"

cut/

everyone at the table is looking at their phones for just a moment as they put
them away simultaneously and stand to exit.

cut/

Brandon is driving in the car with Kim and Cintia

Kim:  "ok pull over here"

Brandon:  "right here?"

Kim:  "yeah go right here"

Brandon:  "and do what"

Kim:  "here stop right here"

Brandon:  "What's right here?"

"looks like a place to get robbed"

Kim:  "no there's nobody here, that's why"

Brandon:  "you are kind of freaking me out"

"are we meeting someone here?"

Brandon receives a text

He checks his phone

close up of phone:  text From Adam:  "word? at the club?"

Brandon writes:  "still on the road homie"

and sends the text

Brandon sets his phone on his lap

Kim:  "I told cintia what you said"

Brandon:  "in the texts.. "

Kim:  "yes, and she said she is ok with it, if you do something for her first"

Brandon:  "what.. is this true?"  "yall we're texting?"



Cintia:  "Yeah Brandon, you down?"

Brandon:  "what are you talking bout doin"

Cintia:  "I'm gonna video tape you jacking off outside your car

Brandon:  "that's it?.."

Cintia:  "yeah, you like that deal?"

Brandon:  "right here?"

Cintia:  "right there outside the car"

Brandon:  "just right here?"

Cintia:  "are you dumb?"

Brandon:  quiet somewhat reluctantly he leans in to his door and opens it

Cintia and Kim both get out

Brandon walks around the other side of the car where the girls are

He looks around

unzips

and starts 

the girls roll their eyes

Brandon:  "are you going to get out your camera"

Suddenly there is a gun shot in the background

Brandon:  looks around

"uhuh"

"yall are crazy"

Kim:  "there aint nobody here"

Cintia:  has taken her camera out

and is recording

Brandon:  "ok is that enough?"



Kim:  "finish"

Cintia:  "no way, let's get a money shot"

Brandon:  "what the.."  

another gun shot off in the distance and a car squeals

Suddenly out of the side of some trash bags and boxes a man peels himself 
out of a shelter holding a crack pipe with smoke coming out of his mouth

He speaks as Brandon notices him

old crack man:  "I Suck Dick if you want!"

Brandon:  "oh no"

"that's all for now"

The girls are creeped out and scream and run in to the car

They lock the doors as Brandon peels off

cut/

In the car, driving in to a neighborhood

Brandon is looking at his phone

texting:  "we are going there now, be there in ten minutes"

Adam replies:  "ok, we will be there in maybe forty minutes at the 
latest"

Brandon texts: "ok"  

Kim to Brandon:  "ok, it's this house right here"

Brandon:  "What is this?"

Kim:  "this is Cintia's house"

Brandon:  "I thought we were going to the club"

Cintia:  "nope, sorry I have things I have to do right now to remain on 
schedule"

Brandon:  "right now"  "on Saturday night"



Cintia:  "it's not the weekend for me tomorrow, and my job is serious"

Brandon:  "so what about the.. "

Cintia:  "later home boy"

"good night Kim"

Kim:  "Goodnight girl"

"I'll see you Tuesday"

Cintia:  "Bye..."

Cintia's long good bye rang and left a silence as Brandon drove forward.

Mental Narration:  "Maybe I should choose my own directions"

The scene transforms in to a music video as they drive in to the night
The music plays and in Brandon's head
He is thinking

Hell, no I've been sitting around for you, picking up bags of trash for you
I do what I do, so I can get up and be with you
Do you ever think that I wanna have a place to get my freak on even on the 
weekday?
Even when I can't pay to play, I wanna be with you: you're my voodoo
princess: climb on this dick and spread
show me your world, I'm drinkin you in
Hell, I'm smoking you in
Poking the brush at the trail of the way in
no I've been waiting for you too long
to have you suddenly gone
I'ma keep it real, press my grill up with my own fist
and swallow my lump
as I riggle your rump
I'm chill real feelin it with you..

can you feel me?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Cytj7W63co
Brandon pulls up to a spot and turns off the car.  The car radio stops and it is 
quiet.
Kim: asks "what is it you are thinking?"
Brandon:  "oh,  I was just thining about you"
Kim:  "anything good?"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Cytj7W63co


Brandon:  "well, yeah some good stuff"
Kim:  "come on, it's ok.  Everything is fine"
Brandon:  "I'm just tyring to play along"
Kim:  "we're just going here to have fun.  It's really ok"
Brandon:  "good point"

The three are walking up to a club.  There are people outside and the music is
heard as they walk to the entrance.

demo sketch
at the club
This sequence should be a music montage of night life at the club
This sequence leads to a shot of Brandon off to the side at the club
The music plays in the background and he is on the phone
Brandon is on the phone with Adam
Adam's voice is heard on the phone
"yeah, we're still here at the apartment"
"I might stay in tonight.. do you think that's going to be a good idea?"
Close up Brandon's lips:  "yeah why would that be a problem?"
Adam's voice on the phone is heard fading as Brandon walks back in to the 
Bar
"I just don't know if Chloe is going to be impressed with me if I don't take her 
out there tonight"

/New scene in continuation of the phone call
Brandon walks up to some tables where Kim is standing with a beer and 
some empty bottles and glasses

Brandon is in a good mood:  to Kim  "to tell you the truth, this is very fun"
Kim:  "yeah!"  "come here"

Kim starts to dance a little bit
Kim signals to Brandon to grind on her
After a moment she dances her way to the dance floor leading Brandon

with a finger

Inside the dance floor
The two are dancing
A montage of dances goes with the two charcters
There is some grinding within the cuts
Close up of Kim 

Brandon is seen behind her
Kim speaks:  "hold my arms"

She puts her arms behind her back



Brandon holds them:  "like this?"
Kim:  "yeah.."  "she purs"

Suddenly a zoom shot of a guy walking up with three other men

The man walks up to Brandon and Kim and starts yelling to him from a short 
distance:

The man:  "so, you think you can get away with kidnapping right here.. in her 
own club..  that she goes to often"

Brandon:  silent

People in the club, looking confused

The man:  looks around at his crew

The crew are silent and hold their glances

The man:  "oh, I said maybe Kim was kidnapped, and that fool better not 
show up."

Kim:  "i'm not kidnapped Charlio"

"I moved out"

She pauses

"that's why my stuff was gone.."

Charlio:  looking somewhat down and nodding side to side: "then why was my
stuff gone too?"

Kim:  "hey Charlio, ok wait a second"  "I didn't take anything from you"  "I 
promise"

Charlio:  "so my girl dissapears, the same day someway I get robbed"

Kim:  "now Charlio, hold on a second,  Bethany!"

Kim is calling out "Bethany" in to the bar.  In just a moment, a girl 
shows up running

Bethany:  "Kimberly?"

Kim:  "Andres is misbehaving, and you need to tell his mother because I did 
nothing wrong and he is trying to blame me because I left him"



Bethany:  "Andres.. Charlio.. listen to me because we don't have to tell mom, 
but I will tell her if you don't stop right now."

Andres, Charlio: to Brandon with his fingers making a pistol hand signal 

close up zoom on Brandon:  

Charlio:  "this guy stole my stuff"

VHS CUT

Charlio:  "this guy stole my stuff"

Brandon is standing with his hands up slightly above his elbows

Brandon:  "Woah"  

Kim:  "There's no way he stole your stuff Charlio, he doesn't even know where
you live"

Charlio:  "then how did you move out with no car?"

Kim:  "Samantha helped me, ok?"

Charlio:  "so Samantha stole your stuff?"

Kim: cocks her head

Charlio:  angrily  "I'm talking bout my stuff alright?!"  

"So, Samantha meets her match"

"Yeah, that big ass bout to get some of this"

Kim: pleads "You leave her alone Charlie, because he doesn't know you are 
coming and he didn't take your stuff" 

Andres:  "so, big Sam is here tonight 'bout to get slain up in this club"

"where them pussy lips?"

Kim:  very firmly grabbing his arm "you leave her alone"  "she didn't do 
nothing" he twists her down "you leave him alone"

Andres: "where is he?"

Kim:  "leave him alone.."

Andres looks suddenly out the door of the building and screams

Andres runs outside



cut from outside

Andres runs to his car

it is graffiteed with Glass Chalk Temporary Paint

There are skulls with tongues sticking out

crossbones, stars, drawings of bullet holes et cetera

Andres walks to the back

Andres:  "the Villa-Swen-Yoze"

"how did they know?"

"he opens the trunk"

inside there is a fake life sized cloth doll man

the man is old with grey hair

he is wearing a jersey 

the camera pans down the body to the feet where it shows plastic 
grocery bags tied around the ankles of the legs

Andres grabs at the bag and tears it open

Rocks fall out on to the pavement of the parking lot

Cut to inside: 

Kim to Brandon:  "Let's just get out of here"

Kim reaches for her phone and is texting in an action sequence that erupts 
suddenly as they exit

Kim turns her head to a girl as she walks past her:  "Denise, I will see you on 
Thursday"

Denise:  "ok, see you later girl"

again aloud as she passes the next girl "Ellen, sorry I didn't get to talk 
with you too much, I will see you next week, or call me ok?!"  "Love you!"

Ellen:  "Definitely!  I'll call you!"



Kim reaches the door and exits:  she turns and it is the guy from the club 
before Thomas

Thomas:  "Kim, you are leaving?"  

Kim:  sweetly "Yeah... I'll see you later ok?"  "Call me!"

Thomas:  "ok, I'll tell everyone you are leaving"

"stay safe"

Brandon: is smoking from his vapor pen as he walks to the car

he notices he is at the passenger side of the car

and then he asks kim if she wants to drive

Kim responds:  "Yeah, that's fine"

Brandon tosses her the keys

Kim to Cintia:  "Cintia" "you drive" 

Cintia exchanges places with a simple toss and a walk 

Brandon:  "wait,  I said you could drive, what's going on?"

Kim:  "obviously I am texting, and that's not safe"

"that's why people have friends Brandon.."

Brandon:  "ok, well, should I go back there with you?"

Cintia:  "it's all you big boy"

Cintia has climbed in to the driver's seat and has turned the key to the 
ignition starting the engine of Brandon's automobile

Cintia turns on the Stereo and presses the gas pedal

The scene continues in a car drive

Kim speaks aloud to Cintia:  "ok, I've got a landing spot"

Cintia:  "Brandon get out your phone"

Brandon reaches for his phone

Cintia:  "ready your map"



Brandon is looking around some what confused

Cintia:  puts on her blinker, turns, and gets on the freeway

to Brandon "are you ready?"

Brandon:  "yeah, sorry, it's ready"

Kim:  "the address is"  /cut

Episode 4

Cintia, Brandon and Kim pull up to a parking spot at a business

The business is unmarked and there are lots of people and cars there

cut/

Scene from outside the car, the occupants exit the car in slow motion

Brandon is smoking his vaporizer pen

Cintia is walking with the key to the car swinging around her finger

and Kim is finished texting for a moment and is shown dropping her phone in 
to her purse

Heads from the crowd watch them slowly as they walk to the entrance

One of the guys near the entrance jabs a question at him "hey, so what's with
you and Kim?"

Brandon smiles and says:  "yeah, she's pretty hot"

The guy speaks again:  "oh, for real?"

Brandon:  nods his head kind of odd and keeps walking

he, continues to vaporize 

The three walk in to what looks kind of like a vacant after hours party.  Kim 
walks up to the bar.  
Kim to the bartender seen in the distance of a shot with Brandon and Cintia 



sitting at a table:  "Hey girl.  How've you been?  Can I get a quick $20 sack of 
coke, and three blunts?"
The bartender to Kim:  "Sure Kim"
The bartender walks off for a moment.  Kim checks her phone as she waits at 
the bar.
The camera focuses in on Brandon and Cintia
Brandon to Cintia:  "so, is this a regular place that Kim hangs out at?"

"wait a second, didn't you go home?"
Cintia:  looks at him with a strange smile and a lifted eyebrow

"I went home, but when Kim was in trouble, I got the text and headed 
over

"see we are close like that"
Brandon:  "How long was Kim with that guy?"
Cintia:  "it's been probably five years now"
Brandon:  "wow.."  "so, she moved out.. "

"not to my place.."  
Cintia:  "no she just moved a bunch of boxes in to Samantha's living room"

"Andres is a bad guy.."  "He's messed up in the head"
Brandon:  "I got the impression of him"
Kim walks back up with the blunts and the baggie
Kim:  "hey, I got these for you two, because you are so good to me"

Kim sits at the table and brings out a little mirror.
She sets the mirror down on the table and cuts a few lines of coke
She snorts a little bit
She sighs and laughs a bit.. "oh, What a night.." 

Cintia:  "you said it girl"
"let me hit that"

Kim passes the dish to Cintia
Brandon lighting his blunt  "what a night?"  "seemed pretty intense to me"
Kim:  "don't blow it out of proportion Brandon, nothing happened..
Brandon:  "that guy put his hands on you.."
Kim:  "he didn't hurt me.. the asshole.. "

She lights her blunt
Cintia:  "that asshole"
Brandon:  "so, you just moved out of his place, and now you are squatting at 
my apartment?"
Kim and Cintia look at Brandon kind of angrily
Brandon:  "I mean, you are welcome to stay at my place for a little while, if 
that's what you want.."
Kim:  "you're kind Brandon"
Brandon:  "see, I don't want to be rude.."
Cintia interupts:  "then don't"

"things are fine as they are, so don't mess them up"
Brandon:  "ok.." he pauses



"so let me hit that"
Brandon points to the dish

Cintia hands the dish to Brandon
Brandon:  snorts a line

to Cintia:  "so, don't you have a job in the morning?"
Cintia:  "yes,  I do,  I am going to leave pretty soon."
Brandon:  "oh, ok"

"so, I am taking you back to your place?"
Cintia:  "yeah, sorry"
Brandon:  "the things I do for you.."
Cintia:  rolls her eyes

Kim is checking her phone
Kim:  to herself softly "ok, finally"

Kim stands and walks over to a man who is entering the building
The two of them walk to a door and out of sight

Brandon:  "what's this?  another customer?"
Cintia:  "Kim is the customer there.."

"but don't say anything alright?"
Brandon:  softly  "right.."

"so what do you do?"
Cintia:  "I work at a strip mall clinic"
Brandon:  "really.. impressive"
Cintia:  "yeah, I've been working in medical centers since I was sixteen"
Brandon:  "see, it's that continuity.."

Happy at first, he quiets "yeah, I'm looking at my forties for that kind of
situation"
Cintia:  "that's ok"

"it's not a big deal"
"Kim is starting over right now"

Kim:  "thanks to you Brandon"
Kim has returned

Brandon:  "well,  I am glad to be here.. "  
"I am assuming that it will benefit us both for you to be at my place.."  

Kim:  "don't get mushy on me"
"let's go"

cut scene side wipe/ (3:23-47)a.m.

Adam and Chloe are laying in bed some what strangely
it is dark in an empty glow
Close up/ Chloe's eyes are open
in a moment, she slides to the side of the bed, puts her glasses on, and 



stands
she walks to the kitchen and takes a glass
she pours some water in to the glass on the counter
she drinks from the glass
she walks to the living room
and goes to her purse which is sitting in the coffee table
she takes out a cigarette
and a lighter
from a medium close up sideview:  she looks out the window at the front of 
the apartment
Chloe walks to the door opens it and goes outside

cut/ Adam is in bed
in a slightly uncomfortable cut sequence, Adam gets up and walks out to the 
bathroom
he brushes his teeth
he urinates, washes his hands
and puts his toothbrush back

Adam walks out of the bathroom and in to the kitchen.  He pours a glass of 
water and drinks some.
He walks to the front of the apartment and looks out the windows
Chloe is outside
Adam stands for a moment looking at Chloe not long before opening the door
to go outside.  
In the night, there is a silence and comfort of the city cars in the background.
Adam walks over to where Chloe is, and sits to speak with her.
Chloe is smoking holding the cigarette in silence for a moment.
She looks to Adam, wide eyed.
Adam:  "Hi"
Chloe:  "what is going on with your head?"
Adam:  "maybe I have bed head, I dunno, does it look alright?"
Chloe:  "that's not bedhead.. "  "what is that?"
/from Chloe's point of view
Adam has leaves growing out of his head that are Red and Green: soft of 
various sizes
Adam reaches to touch his hair..
Chloe stops him as she reaches up and speaks "no, don't touch them.."
Adam is wide eyed and looking at Chloe somewhat intensely for a short 
moment
Adam:  "I wonder if I go inside, will the leaves still be there?"
Chloe:  "I think you might have to stay where you are, because there are 
roots grown in to the deck.. I'm not sure you will survive if you attempted to 
move"



Adam:  "maybe we should stay right here for a moment"
Chloe:  says assuredly "Yeah.." 

She smokes a bit from her cigarette
Chloe:  "I've been planning something I want to show you"
Adam:  sits for a moment silent
Chloe:  lifts her hand, palm up, to her mouth and blows

"ok, so I keep this journal"
she skoots over a bit closer to Adam
she pauses for a moment
"Adam, will you sit closer to me, I'm cold"

Adam  "yeah, sure, I.. " he nods
in a bit of strange pauses he says
"so, just go over?"

Chloe:  "what's wrong?"
Adam:   "the roots, I didn't want to break them if that's what you were 
thinking"
Chloe:  "oh, there not there anymore.. I know there aren't really there, I was 
just kidding"

"but it really did look like you had leaves growing out of your head for a
moment there"
Adam:  "oh, ok good"

"Honestly, I'm glad you said all of that, because I was dating this other 
girl, and she couldn't really tell the difference between real and fantasy."
Chloe:  "well, that's not me"

"oh, the book"
"so, I was just wanting to tell you that I have this book that I have been

thinking of.."
"what am I saying.."
"the journal.. " "ok here's the thing"
"I have been writing a book of my life, and how I want it to be"
"and, I know you think of me as being younger than you, and maybe 

not very mature"
Adam:  looks kind of blankly at Chloe
Chloe:  "See, my cousin is the same age as me, and she has two kids that are
already four and seven years old"
Adam:  just looks kind of mad or not sure what is going on, but still somewhat
neutral
Chloe:  "I don't know if I am thinking I want to go through with it, but I have 
been wondering about having a baby"
Adam:  is silent for a moment

he shifts his seating position
he swallows
"I think that when you have your degree that we could definitely raise 

a kid together"



"assuming you like me enough"
Chloe:  "what if I promised to support the baby all myself, so you didn't have 
to worry about that, would you be ok with doing this now?"
Adam:  "I would be scared that you might find somebody else to raise the kid"
Chloe:  smokes a bit

"will you come inside with me?" she signals she is kind of cold
she puts out her cigarette

Adam:  "yeah for sure"
cut/
Adam and Chloe are sitting in the living room
in a medium close up of the two of them
the silouhettes look in to each other's eyes and kiss
Adam leans in and they lay on to the couch
cut/ from above
Adam and Chloe are making love again on the bed
side view
they climax
they collapse and fall asleep 
cut/
It's day time
Chloe has sun glasses on and is smoking a long cigarette with gloves on
She is sitting outside at a cafe
on the table in front of her she has a binder 
she is thumbing through 
Chloe speaks:  "oh this looks good"

Chloe points at a line on the page
Adam looks down at his binder

"dur-alpha-zurmeral-hydro-exinol"
Adam looks back at Chloe

A waiter walks up:  "Do you know what you are going to get?"
Adam:  looks back down and starts to flip the pages
Chloe:  smokes a bit and in a slow motion cut is seen waving, and speaking 
"hey" to someone off camera
Adam:  "yeah, I'm just going to go with the.."

"hydroxy-bethanol-medriad-rethiniad"
Waiter:  "excellent choice"

"and would you like acedic-calciate-hydride or bell-hendriun's elixer?"
Adam:  thinks for a moment..  "I'm going to go with the acedic-calciate-
hydride"
The waiter looks at Adam in a close up

The waiter is giving Adam a strange look with a scrunched and raised 
eyebrow

He writes it on his order ticket
Gestures with his brows, "oh well" and walks away



Chloe is looking at Adam:  "Did you really just order acedic-calciate-hydride 
with hydroxy-bethanol-medriad-rethiniad?"
Adam:  a bit confused he scrunches his eyebrows "yeah.. " he looks down at 
his menu

"what's the problem"
Chloe:  in complete dissapointment.. "Oh my gosh... We talked about this..."

"we went through this specific scenario"
Adam:  "we did?"  "oh my god.."
Chloe:  "god Adam, we studied so hard"

"what happened?"
she has a tear

cut/a door closes in the backgournd of the apartment and Adam is in bed 
asleep
In a close up of Adam's face:  he has a tear in his eye and is crying in his 
sleep

The camera pulls out of Adam's room and in to the rest of the apartment

Brandon and Kim have just arrived at the apartment and are still standing
Kim in in the kitchen and Brandon on the other side of the bar window to the 
kitchen
Kim is pouring some water to drink in a cup on the counter
Brandon speaks:  "I am exhausted"
Kim:  "really, I could stay up"
Brandon:  "oh, well, I could too"

He grabs the remote
"wanna watch something?"

Kim:  "yeah, put on whatever so we can fall asleep easier"
Brandon:  tunes the tv and picks something

He walks over to Kim who is walking back over to Brandon
He walks round the back of her and starts to rub her shoulders

Kim:  in a sigh of relief  "oh, thank you.. here unzip my dress"
she slips her shoes off
she drops her dress
and sits on the couch
she takes off her earrings
"will you get me a t-shirt?"

Brandon:  "yeah.  sure."
He walks to his bedroom and gets a t-shirt, and hands it to her as he 

returns
There is a blanket in the living room that he gets, and as they sit on 

the couch he spreads the blanket over the two of them



In a montage, it is somewhat silent, the tv is out of focus
the two of them lay on the couch and in a cut they are asleep
 (draft concept: Kim takes her bra off too when she undresses to sit on the 
couch

Brandon stares a moment at the exposed Kim's breasts
Kim asks:  "would you get me a t-shirt?"
Brandon: says "yeah" and gets a t-shirt
When he returns Kim is holding her panties
Brandon walks over and in a side shot, gets on the couch and goes down on 
her
cut/
Concept:  Brandon is shown wearing a toga with Kim sitting in a blank 
environment
A view of Brandon is seen with many women in the background all in a grid 
formation
Brandon is speaking to Kim:  "these are all very beautiful women.. I could see 
us enjoying all of them"
Kim:  suddenly taken aback "Brandon!  These are all your daughters!"
Brandon:  "How is this possible?!"

"you weren't even pregnant"
Kim:  sassily  "I have been pregnant ever since I met you."
Brandon is alone standing in a vacant caracterless room
A close up of his face is shown and he speaks

"if you were pregnant ever since you met me.."
"then you were pregnant before I met you"

A shot of Kim is shown and in the same empty characterless dark room she 
stands in a spotlight
The camera cuts to a close up of Kim
cut/
Brandon opens his eyes
Brandon and Kim are laying on the couch
Kim is still asleep, and Brandon is sweating
In a system of akward pauses and motions he pushes himself up to get off 
the couch without Kim waking up.
He takes his pants off as he is walking to his bed room and leaves them on 
the floor outside his door, he collapses on the bed in the darkness of the 
room.

The scene is silent with the dark opened door still in view.
A moment passes, and Chloe walks out of the bedroom passing the view of 
the door.
She peers in to Brandon's room to see Brandon asleep on the bed
She turns to the rest of the living room to see Kim sitting on the couch.
She is somewhat up on the couch



Kim:  "Chloe"
Chloe:  "Hey Kim"
Kim:  "come sit with me"
The tv is still on, and the sound is silent
It's the Channel 3 static
In a naration
Chloe's voice speaks slow and low, it is warped with a voice of another 
woman and weaves as she speaks
"We used to watch tv till we stayed up late"
A shot of Chloe touching Kim's thighs
There are red silk sheets and Chloe is seen from an obscured view that she is 
going down on Kim
As this shot happens a narration is heard in Chloe's normal voice:  

with appeasement of comprehension  "oh, this was you."
Chloe is seen lifting her head up from a shot behind Kim's shoulder

She has spider webs in her mouth
The scene cuts back to Chloes point of view

it is brightly lit in vivid warm glow reds and pinks
Chloe:  "What is this?"

"is this spider webs?"
Kim:  speaks from within a tunnel of what appears to be a bowel that chloe is 
kneeling at

"that's pearls.. look closer.. "
Chloe looks at it closer, and sure enough there are pearls in the spider webs 
and it has glitter on it
Chloe is suddenly wearing what looks like Adam's clothing made to fit her
Chloe speaks:  "I think I can handle it, she grabs an ice pick and as she lays 
on the bowel's tunnel floor, she stabs at it and begins climbing with an rock 
climbers rope system in to the oraphus.  

Cut/ Chloe is asleep and drooling in a close up
the scene pulls back and around to the back of the couch
the scene sits quietly for a moment before the camer focuses on a very small 
spider suspending itself gently over Kim's open mouth.
Kim turns and waves her hands around her face.
She opens her eyes and sits up
She stands up from the couch and begins walking.
As she does, Chloe is seen in the darkness walking back to the bedroom down
the hall
Kim: whispers "Chloe"
Kim continues following Chloe, very slowly
Kim: "Chloe, is that you?"
A voice:  "I'm not Chloe"
Kim:  "mom?"



The voice:  "you've eaten so many pussies, you can't even tell the voice of 
your own mother!"
Kim walks in to the kitchen and turns the light on
Cintia: looking extremely old is standing in there

She is yelling in a kind of strange voice "I'm not your mother"
Cut/

Kim Jolts up: and says softly "oh, shit"
She is on the couch, and it is daylight
The camera cuts back to reveal Brandon and Cintia eating at the Table in the 
living room
Adam and Chloe walk up as Brandon is speaking:  "Good morning Beautiful"

Kim stands up and walks over to the dining table.
She sits and the table in the spot where Brandon was
She asks Adam:  "are you going to sleep with Tiffani?"

Adam responds:  "I've got Chloe now.. "  "I've moved on"
Kim:  "oh, right"

She looks over to Cintia
"why are you here so early?"

Cintia:  "I have something to tell you"
"I'm pregnant"

Kim:  "you can't get pregnant"
she pauses
"you didn't have the sex change yet"

Cintia:  "it's Tiffani's"
Kim:  turns to Adam 

Adam is dressed in women's clothing with makeup on
Kim to Adam:  "Adam, I didn't know you were attracted to Cintia?"

Suddenly Brandon walks up to the table dressed in a waiter's apron
Brandon to Kim:  "are you ready for your eggs?"  Brandon is holding a platter 
with a lid

He holds the lid on the platter for an extended shot
Cut/

Kim opens her eyes
She is on the couch
She rolls her eyes around and blinks a little
She stretches, and sits up 
The camera reveals Chloe sitting at the Table

She is drinking some coffee and the table looks set with cold plates 
from a breakfast that already happened



Kim to Chloe:  as she yawns "where is Brandon?" 
Chloe swallows a bit of coffee from her drink quickly and responds:  "him and 
Adam went out to get some beer."
Kim:  she yawns  in a slighty uncomfortable stretch:  "what time is it?"
Chloe:  "it's 1:36.. "

Kim:  rough sketch "gosh"
she walks over to the table
she drinks some orange juice
she takes a fork and starts to eat some food

The two are comfortable with each other, and in that comfort are somewhat 
quiet as Kim wakes up.
Chloe:  "did you dream anything?"
Kim:  "yeah"  "i was in a shopping mall and I remember it was this wild bluish 
color"

"there was..  " "this necklace" "pink pearls" "it's fading.."
"what about you?"

Chloe:  "I had this dream where I was returning this VHS tape, and they 
wouldn't take it, they said it was too late, that I would have to keep it or 
destroy it"
Kim:  "so what did you do?"
Chloe:  "I sold it on ebay"
Kim:  "see, you are smart.." "in your dream, you sold it on ebay.."

"I can't even sell it on ebay when I'm awake"
she pauses
"you are cute"

Chloe: looks at Kim in her rugged natural state
Kim's hair is tossled and the t-shirt she is wearing is not long enough to

cover her panties
Chloe drinks a bit of her coffee
Chloe speaks:  "do you like football?"

Kim:  sassily  "hell yeah"
Chloe grabs the remote and turns it to a foot ball pregame show 

The sound is on low or off with captions
Kim:  "Do you like football?" alternate line "Does chloe like football?"
Chloe:  "Kind of.."

"I have this dream-football concept"
Kim:  "you do.." "what does it involve?"

"it's dirty.."  "or no.."
Chloe:  "I just wish that instead of them fighting for the ball, they made a 
tower of men holding a ball at the top, and they took turns with who will hold 
the ball"
Kim:  "and how long would this go on?"
Chloe:  "the usual length of a game or season or whatever"



Kim:  "so just a bunch of male cheerleaders, and no football playing?"
Chloe:  "I think I would also enjoy watching them throw the ball back and 
forth, either standing in place or running"

"probably both"
she pauses
"and kicking.."

Kim interupts:  "you know girl.."  "I would watch that too, to be honest"
"I think they should just add that to what they have already"
"if they were shy about it, they could say it's for women"
"a football channel for women.." Kim is delighted at the idea
"Chloe, if we stick together, we are going to be diva-rich like airesses 

and v.i.p's of companies for real"
Chloe:  "I'd be fine with that"

"sounds pretty cool"
Chloe is somewhat giggly 
"I think you mean c. e. o's though"

Kim:  "I said what?"
Chloe:  "v. i. p's"
Kim:  "oh right, we are already v. i. p's.  I see what you are saying there."
Chloe:  makes a facial expression
Kim:  "I'm kidding, give me a break"
Chloe:  kind of intensely  "I want this for real"
Kim:  "whoa, ok" she says assuredly  "it will develop over time"
Chloe:  turns her head a bit shy looking "maybe it will happen"
Kim:  "yeah, it could.."
Chloe:  "So what about you, do you have any dreams?"

Kim:  "I have dreams.. " "Big dreams"
in a right side wipe and chime sound effect

Kim is seen walking out of a downtown hotel door with a glamourous 
and flambouyant outfit on
Photographer's flashes are pulsing as a croud of reporters asks questions
First Reporter:   "your new line, will it surpass your previously achieved 
glory?"

Kim speaks:  "by far my love, and will ever more.." her answer speaks glamor
from her very breath

The croud gasps and chatters as the camera flashes continue to flood the 
scene

Another reporter speaks up: to ask "are you possibly referring to your "will 
ever more" line's success leading to a revival of it's strain?"



Kim:  "a dealer never tells her secrets, but yes the strain is already scheduled
for a complete revival, and we have restructured our eco-biologists and 
botanists' formulas to give the most potent high known to date"

The croud cheers 
Kim: is accepting her graciousness with many thank yous and waves
Kim:  "with no further adieu "

She cuts a ribbon to a department store

The department store is set like a jewlery department primarily with various 
strains of marijuana in the cases.  The prices are exquiste and set for royalty, 
at $799 one gram, while $1129 for another, there are various products all 
with the prices of luxurious jewelry.
/
Suddenly an alarm goes off
Security officers are shown cornering a man near the entrance
It's Andres
Kim in a medium close up:  "Bring him to me"
The security officers are shown holding Andres and walking him up to Kim
Kim:  "I think you will rather enjoy being my slave"
Andres:  "never.. "  he spits on his own mouth
Kim:  "take him to the behavioral modification chamber"
The Security Officers:  "yes queen"
cut/
Andres is seen sitting in a scientific testing chair with a helmet on, and 
various leads attached to his body
Flashing lights and smoke go off
The machine stops and the helmet is lifted to reveal his face
cut/
with evil symphonic orchestra music playing
Andres is standing in a chamber with a throne where Kim is seated
He is wearing a speedo
He has a choker necklace on
cut/
the shadow of andres and Kim having sex doggystyle face down
As Andres grinds her ass her voice is heard
Kim:  "aye pappi"
cut/
Andres is sitting in the dark in a classy home office
He has glasses on as well as a suit and tie
Kim walks up:  "hey my 10-90 came, so if you want to go ahead and file.. "
Andres looks up at kim:  "Kim we need to talk"
The scene cuts back to reveal Kim.



In her beautiful silky night gown she yells angrily as she throws a 
champaign glass on the ground

"oh, you think it's time to talk"
She sobs

cut/
Close  up of Chloe:  "so you still have feelings for him?"
Kim:  is staring at her plate with her fork grasping nothing

"I have feelings for the fantasy of him"
"I changed"  
"He didn't"

Chloe:  "what about Brandon"
Kim:  "Brandon is nothing like Andres"
Chloe:  "What do you want him to be for you?"
Kim:  "I'm not sure"
/
The door of the apartment opens

It's Brandon and Adam
They enter holding a few bags of beers

Brandon:  "So, here's what I want to know"
"is it possible that we could have go-Cameras on our jackets" he has 

sat on the couch
"and maybe could we do it that way"

Kim:  "hey hand me a heini would you"
he hands it to her and she kisses Brandon then opens the beer 

Chloe:  "what are yall going to record?"
Adam:  "ok , well Brandon has a dream"
Kim:  "really, that's so neat, we were just talking about dreams"
Adam:  "It's kind of a thing today"

"he hands up a pamplet that says "dream" on it"
it has a beautiful blue sky with the sun peering through the clouds

/transition cross-fade

exterior corner store gas station
Brandon and Adam are walking
Brandon: is speaking:  "and, if you wanted to you would technically have to 
purchase a meal at a restaurant"
Adam:  "if that was my restaurant.. well.. no I would want there to be other 
places to drink so that I don't get too many drunks on sunday.."
Brandon:  "this happens already"

"this is happening right now"



Adam:  "wild"
/
As they walk towards the entrance of the store
A group of older women speak to them holding pamplets
Woman at store 1:  "do you know the power of the great almighty?"
Adam brings his hands together and bows to them as he passes them up to 
go inside
Brandon:  "I'm really sorry, not right now"
/
Interior
Brandon:  "so that's the thing, if we could perhaps take advantage of the 
sunday morning rule, where we are able to have multiple seating angles, with
various televisions"

"I think it would be a great idea"
Adam:  "so it's like a sports bar restaurant"
Brandon:  "Yeah, and you could have your music stuff there too"
Adam and Brandon walk up to the beer fridge

Adam:  "sounds great"
"they say if you think about it then it can really happen, so maybe we 

made it happen just now"
Brandon:  "I think the key is being able to recognize it coming to realization"
Adam:  "I think you are right"  he claps

"so what would you like to get"
The camera pans a bit through the choices as it does traditional patriotic 
music plays

Brandon speaks:  "all of these makers.. hold breweries.."
"all of these breweries hold environments, atmospheres, structures
for the average man or woman to be gainfully employed while 

providing a service that is more than desired, but demanded by the people.  
To disrespect that devotion with these rules, is a disservice to the entire 
american dream, and certainly to the dream of H-town"

A voice is heard to the side:  "excuse me"
It is an older woman:  she speaks again:  "I would like to tell you about 

the power of the lord almighty"
Brandon speaks:  "I'm sorry, but not right now" he escalates as he is speaking

"Ma'am if you know  the power of my heart holds a prayer for the 
democracy that we stand for in your favor: as the power of free speech is 
important and key to freedom as well as peace and understand my feelings:  I
myself feel harmed by the proclivities of the nation's ambassadors the 
Houston governmental leadership."



the woman speaks:  "how so my son?"

Brandon:  "Well, my sister, did you know that it is not uncommon for a man of
any inparticular age from and residing in Houston when perplexed with the 
notion to buy alcohol on Sunday, may, and I mean that the great majority of 
them do. not.  have a scenario strategized, plotted nor approved for in any 
course of action, and thus are left with a scavenger's mindset as the day 
grazes on a dreary and tense motive every weekend's end"

To himself in a zombie like voice:  "we might as well build a grave yard in the 
back to cover the expense of the tragedies that occur in such instances"

Adam:  "damn.. that was dark."
"wow."
"so.."

Brandon:  "I meant a beer can grave yard"
Adam:  "oh like a recycling area"
Brandon:  "yeah"
Adam:  "awesome.." " and we're back on track"

Brandon:  begins to speak with a sincerity that grows to a political stance 
bellowed from his being:

"all I mean to say is:  I think in this day and age, that people would 
agree that to awaken on a sunday, and to ready one's self for the day: that 
one might crack open a tasty one and even in the shower bathe one's self in 
the glory of the democratic nation under the rule of one just and noble god"

They have walked up to the cash register, and a few people are in line with 
them.
The people applaud, and agree, even with an amen shouted from the side.

The counter is clear now and they place the beers that they chose during 
Brandon's rant.
Adam:  "if they didn't have the sunday morning rules, then when would liquor
store workers party?"

Signalling to the cashier
"Like this guy, did you get laid last night?"

The Cashier:  "oh yes"
Adam:  "was she hot?"
The Cashier:  "oh yes she was a hot little bitch"



Adam:  "it was a guy wasn't it"
The Cashier:  "come on man, don't spoil it"
Adam:  "just lie next time"
The Cashier:  rolls his eyes
Cut/
Apartment interior
Chloe:  "so, I think that last part was a bit extraneous"
Adam:  "it's just what happened"
Kim:  "so, what's the dream exactly?"
Brandon:  "the dream is a set of legislation changes that would allow certain 
consenting adults of legal age to purchase certain intoxicating beverages for 
the enjoyment of church, or watching football, having a bar b Q.. et cetera
Kim:  "did you just say you want to drink before going to church?"
Adam:  "that's a pretty good idea really"
Chloe:  looks at Adam
Adam to Chloe in a secondary conversation:  "jesus drank wine at church"

Brandon:  "Yeah, and I might want to do that regularly with the right church"
Adam:  "if they maybe had a side door for dudes who want to watch football, 
like how they have that room for women who want to be alone with their 
babies.."
Kim:  "that's because they are loud"
Adam:  "yeah sometimes"

Brandon:  to Kim  "so, you wouldn't drink with me and then go to church?"
Kim:  "I honestly have never thought about that"

"we would have to go to a church where nobody knows us"
Brandon:  "oh, for sure"

"yeah, I'm not going up to some church where they recognize me."
Kim:  sweetly turns to Brandon "would you come to my church with out 
drinking?"
Brandon:  thinks for a moment

he counters "what if I go to church with you after a breakfast brownie 
sundae"
Kim:  "oh my"

"see you are a pot-head"
"I'm trying to get you to meet my friends and family, and you can't 

even go without getting high"
Brandon:  "Well, I didn't know all the details, maybe then we can just blaze on
the way"
Kim:  "oh, no that's fine, yeah we're cool.. Yeah, I'm not going unless I'm 
blazed"
Brandon:  kind of abruptly speaks "oh ok, cool"



The focus opens up showing Adam and Chloe
Kim to Chloe:  "so, what do you think Chloe"

"are you a church goer?"
Chloe:  "oh yeah, I can hang"

"me and Adam have decided to take L.S.D. next weekend and go to 
church"
Kim:  "ooh, that is so romantic"
Brandon:  "why is it romantic when they do it?"
Kim:  "because they are taking L.S.D. not getting drunk"
Brandon:  "I thought you liked getting drunk"
Kim:  "that's for at night and during the weekday.."

"or before going to the club"
"or while clubbing.."
"you know this, I don't have to tell you"

Brandon:  "I'm not really seeing the difference, plus Jesus drank wine"
Kim:  "quit it Brandon"

"It's just not something I do, ok?"
Brandon:  is quiet

"I'um"
He rubs his mouth and beard

Kim:  "it's ok, it's just I was raised in the church, and it's just a traditional 
church thing, and "
Brandon  "no, it's fine, my mistake"

"to each his own"
Kim:  makes a facial expression of tenseness
Chloe to Kim:  "would you take L.S.D. and go to church though?"

"oh, yeah, as long as it was a big church where they didn't know me"
Brandon:  "now, were back in business"

"well, why don't we make it a date"
"next week, we will all four of us take l.s.d. and go to a church service"
"something nice"  

Kim:  "magnificent"
Chloe:  "cultured"
Adam:  "easy to park at"
The group puts their hands in and does a hoorah 
Quick fade to black

/

New scene

Inside Adam's bedroom
Adam and Chloe are taking their clothes off to get in to Bed



Chloe:  "I'm so happy you live so close to the school"
"I really want to spend the night with you tonight"

Adam:  "yeah, that works out well"
"though.."

Chloe:  "what?"
Adam:  "nevermind.. "

"I was going to say something about how you are so young"
"but, I'm done with that.."
"you are right.."

Adam and Chloe are silent for a moment before they climb on to the bed and 
kiss each other
/Camera swipe to Brandon's Room

Brandon is in bed
Kim is standing talking
Kim:  "it's not a big deal.."
Brandon:  "maybe not for you.."
Kim:  kind of sassily "So, you trust me enough to bust all up in me, but I cant 
stay at your house when you aren't here?"

"I'm not going to steal anything"
Brandon:  "It's not you, I just don't know if it's safe for you to.." he whispers 
"to be dealing from the apartment"
Kim:  begs and falls to the bed on her elbows "I can handle it.."  "I've been 
doing this a lot longer than you know"
Brandon:  "that may be, but I don't know about that"

He is quiet for a moment
"I'll take off tomorrow"

Kim:  "what? you don't have to do that.."
"you don't want to mess up your job for this.."

Brandon:  "no, it's ok, I've been working there for years.."
"I will take off a day, we'll see how it goes"
"if it seems alright.. then no big deal.. you do your "work from home" 

thing"
"and I'll work from the office"  "it's kind of traditional"

Kim:  raises her eyebrow and says "ok"
Brandon:  "now.. will you suck my dick..?"
Kim:  she smiles and responds softly "ok"

end scene/

end scene/



new scene/

Episode 5

Interior Adam's Bedroom, night time, on the bed
The scene opens with Chloe sucking Adam's dick
Adam:  "here, come here"

he pulls her up on to him
She puts his dick inside of her and begins riding him
Flash cut
Voices of other men and women say Chloe's name
Adam pulls her down and places her on her back

The camera is looking down at them from above
Chloe looks up at the ceiling sweating
In the ceiling there is a figure
At first it is a shadowy figure large and darkened

The figure opens his hand up to to her
within the palm a light brightens
the light brightens to the point that the figure can no longer be seen

In the place of the figure there is an angelic feminine figure
Close up of Chloe shows her eyes looking somewhat sideways at the vision

She bursts in an abrupt moaning sound
The scene vanishes in a faded out echo
/
with the sounds of breakfast plates being placed on the table
the sounds of the four are heard talking as the various shots of the scene set 
the flow
Kim:  "so yall were pretty wild last night!"  she howls "woo" and dances a 
little victory dance
Brandon:  "could yall hear us?"
Adam:  "I must have fallen asleep"

"maybe it was different times of the night"
The group:  "yeah" "yeah"

A door bell rings

Adam:  "aww"
Chloe:  "that's my ride"

"well that's why I got my to go container ready"
She closes the dish container
kisses Adam and stands up.

Adam stands and walks to the door with her



"here.." he pulls a plastic grocery bag out and hands it to her
Chloe:  "oh, you found one"
Adam:  "yeah..."  "I was just about to give it to you"
Chloe:  "thank you"

she puts her tupper-ware in the bag
Chloe opens the door
There is a smaller girl standing at the door.
Adam reaches to her:  "Hi I'm Adam"
The girl at the door:  "Hi.."

She shakes his hand
Chloe:  "ok.. Bye!"  "I'll text you tonight!"
Adam:  "ok, yall have fun!"

He stands at the door for a moment and then closes it.
Brandon:  "another one gone"
Kim:  "another one bites the dust"
Adam:  "she's not dead.."

She's just going to school 
She will be back

Kim:  "but no tonight"
Brandon:  looks at Adam with a little eyebrow raise
Adam:  "ok, so you know I'm sentimental"
Brandon:  in a persuasive manner to Kim:  "She is a good one"
Kim:  "he's clingy"
Adam:  in silence is somewhat surprised
Kim:  "I can tell"
Brandon:  "How is it you believe Adam is clingy"

"You just met us two days ago."
Kim:  "that was three days ago.."
Brandon:  "two and a half days ago"
Kim:  "because every time she goes to the bathroom he goes completely 
silent"
Brandon:  looks over in thought

Flash cut/
Adam is nervously smiling in a close up of his mouth as he drinks some tea
Chloe is seen out of focus walking down the hall to the bathroom
He places his drink down
Slow motion
He checks his pant leg cuff
He looks back up with his hands clasped
A bead of sweat is seen in a close up on his forehead
A shot of Adam laughing nervously
A close up of his eyes reveals he is watching Chloe walk to the bathroom
/cut



Adam:  "maybe it's been a little longer than I'm having it seem since I've 
been with such a beautiful young woman"
Kim:  "oh I see.."

"so, how long has it been"
Adam:  "..well, maybe nine years.."
Kim:  "so since you were her age"
Adam:  "yeah pretty much"
Brandon:  "I don't think there is anything wrong with dating a younger 
woman"
Kim:  "Ok?"
Brandon:  "Yeah, like me and you.."
Kim:  "how old do you think I am?"
Brandon:  "like, twenty seven"
Kim:  "I'm thirty two"
Brandon:  "I'm thirty two too"
Kim:  "when were you born?"
Brandon:  "April"
Kim:  "I'm in January"
Brandon:  "oh, what's your sign?"
Adam:  stands and takes his plate to the kitchen as the scene fades to a 
darkened apartment with a spotlight that follows Adam 
Cut/




